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Jesse Jackson captivates Forum audience
By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor

About 3,000 people gathered in
Conte Forum last Wednesday
afternoon to hear Reverend Jesse
Jackson speak on racial awareness.
Jackson received a standing
ovation from the audience at the end
of his UCBC and AHANA
sponsored lecture, during which he
related problems on the campus of
Boston College to those on a
national and international scale.
Throughout his 50 minute speech,
Jackson challenged his listeners,
who were mainly students, to "make
America better." Change through the
years, said Jackson, has been the
result of the innocence and idealism
of students.
Jackson spoke at great length

about the need for social justice.

Peace in this world, said Jackson, is
a result of racial and social justice,

economic opportunity and equality
of women.
Jackson challenged the students to
understand the world beyond the BC
community: "You must go into the
real world, Boston College." The
United States, said Jackson, contains
just 6 percent of the world's
population. Entering the "real
world" means accepting that most
people in the world today are
non-white, non-Christian, poor, and
don't speak English.
Jackson cited several reasons why
and
were
racism
sexism
dehumanizing, including religious
reasons. Racism, said Jackson,
shames God and is theologically a
sin. In order to overcome racism and

Jackson received a standing ovation from the more than 4000 people
who came to hear him speak at the Forum last Wednesday.

New info surfaces on
Boston keg policy
By TINO LUCENTE

Heights Staff Writer
It has recently been revealed that
Boston College's administration had
an opportunity to lift the keg ban,
but did not act for fear of portraying
a bad public image.
Robert Sherwood, Dean of

Student Development, said that
after the keg ban went into effect,
Andrea Gargiulo, chairperson of the
Boston Licensing Board, indicated

that she would be willing to lift the
ban for a college individually if its
administration made an appeal.
This created a "serious problem"
for Sherwood because of the image
that would go out to the community.
Sherwood said that no college
"wanted to go first (to the Licensing
Board) and say, 'kegs are so
importantto us.' From a PR point of
view, it was something we didn't
want to do."
Former UGBC President Matt Pye
said he met with Gargiulo last
semester, and explained BC's keg
policy with its restrictions and
regulations, and told her that BC is

a "closed campus, and we want to
keep (the students) on campus."
Gargiulo agreed to add a clause to

the rule, Pye said, that would lift the
ban if he could show administrative
support.

Pye said, however, that the
administration refused to do
anything at all. He said that the
administration "was content to say,
'it's over, let's not mess with it.'"
Pye was upset that the
administration did nothing while the
students actively worked to revoke
the rule. He cited efforts of the
United Student Governments,
Students for a Better Boston, and the
protests on campus. Pye said, "The
Administration didn't even fight it.
They were just looking at public
image."

Vice President for Student Affairs

Kevin Duffy said that it would not be
in BC's best interest to "take on a
public commmissioner." Duffy said
that at the time BC was in the
process of getting licenses for several

buildings, including Conte Forum.
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sexism on campus not only students,
but students and faculty together,
must take action, said Jackson.
The right kind of action, said
Jackson, is the result of a liberal
tradition. Jackson said that the
greatness of America is built on a
distinct tradition, the liberal, or
"liberating tradition" that dates back
to George Washington.
In order to keep America strong,

argued

Jackson,

we

must

"determine what side we're on,"
either a liberal or a conservative side.

Jackson associated slavery,

imperialism, and the denial of the
right to vote to women and
minorities to the conservative
tradition, which he said was
"motivated by fear."
The liberal tradition is based on
dreams,
and
openness,
inclusiveness, said Jackson. The Bill
of Rights, abolition, child labor laws,
and economic development and
human rights are part of this
tradition, he said.
Jackson associated nobility with
this liberal tradition, defining
nobility as the way we treat others.
The "highest and best of the
American tradition," said Jackson, is
giving help to the tired, poor,
huddled and yearning masses. This
kind of nobility could advance
America if its young people remain
"sober, sensitive, and alert," he said.
More openness could be instilled
in students, said Jackson during the
15 minute question and answer
period, if the African roots of
Western civilization were not left out
of history. "No one should leave
college without knowledge of the
African person."
He received obvious support from
the audience when he said it is an
"intellectual sin" for historians to
skip whole centuries of African
history. Jackson said the amount of
money students pay for an
education at BC should ensure that
they learn about these African roots
in the classroom.
Jackson also addressed the need
for "leaders of substance." He said

that politics must be based on
dignity. President Bush, said
Jackson, has no "goal initiatives."
His attitude is "don't worry, be
happy," said Jackson.
Jackson devoted a portion of his
lecture to a look at the Bush
administration "one hundred days
later." He said that although Bush is
a nice man it is not an issue of
temperament but of bold leadership.
In one hundred days Bush has
done nothing for the crime
syndrome, said Jackson. Jackson
criticized the unfunded war on

Plans to bail out United States
Savings & Loans, continued Jackson,
are unfair. "We who did not go to
the party should not have to pay for
the party." Jackson said the
government should help those who
"need and deserve" to be bailed
out.

He said that the government

should "bail out women who
deserve an equal rights
amendment." Jackson also spoke
out in support of Roe v. Wade during
the question and answer period,

saying that Pro-choice does

not

Don't stop "dreaming, yearning, or trying" said Rev. Jesse Jackson
during his fifty minute speech in the Forum last Wednesday.
drugs and said the new federal
government position of "drug czar"
has no status. Instead of a cohesive
national policy, the "local lock 'em
up drug policy" has been prevalent
in Bush's administration thus far, said

Jackson.

One hundred days later there is no
anti-apartheid plan or commitment,
and no bold response to Perestroika
and Glastnost in the Soviet Union
either, said Jackson. The I i.S. rrui-.!
match Mikhail Gorbachev's
Ijoldness, continued

Jackson. I

le

asked the audience, "Ar» we
prepared for Gorbachev's success or
do we wish his failure^"
Bush's administration, said
Jackson, is preparing for a war that
is not going to be fought instead of
investing funds to solve such
domestic problems as the lack of
low-income housing.

necessarily mean pro-abortion. He
said the real emphasis should be on
sex education, self-discipline, selfrespect.

He also said South African
anti-apartheid activist, Nelson
Mendela, should be "bailed out."
Apartheid in South Africa, said
Jackson, is the "fourth reich." Before
starting the question and answer
period he asked the student body to
hold an on-site, same day voter
registration. Mendela, said Jackson,
>\ould benefit if enough students
voted to elect officials who would
change policies and take action.
Jackson reminded the audience
that most poor people work daily,
doing jobs which benefit society.
The poor care for others' children
and the sick in hospitals, and at our
Jackson,
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Some Career Center Services
during the summer:

mm\

to use

Career Resource Library
"Discover" Computerized Career Guidance System
Informational interviews with members of the Alumni Career Network
?

?

?

Internship Office
Job Search Strategies workshops
?

I

I
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-
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***

Individual appointments with a Career Advisor to discuss your
interests, skills and job search strategy.
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SUMMER
WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE
CAREER CENTER

I
I

I
I
I

Will provide clerical assistance in the Internship Office
and Career Resource Library
Contact: Janet Ringuest in the Career Center

I
I
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BC studies cost containment possibilities
By JEAN GRAHAM
Heights Senior Staff Writer
In response to the soaring rise of

tuition, BC has announced that it is
in the process of developing a cost
containment plan for the University.
"The cost of private education
cannot continue to grow at this rate,"
said University Executive Vice
President, Frank Campanella.
It is estimated that it will take
between 18 and 24 months to
complete the cost containment
study.
"We're trying to identify areas
where we can possibly save money
or areas that we can spend more
efficiently," said Campanella.
Campanella said BC has spent the
last five years looking at every
academic and administrative

department for areas

to

control

costs.

The cost containment plan will
have a two sided approach. In-house
and outside financial consultants
will be used to look at specific
departmental units and line items in
the budget.
The administration has not
identified all the areas that will be
looked into, but Campanella
highlighted a tew ot the areas which
were either of concern or where
there was the greatest opportunity
for savings.
He said one department that will
be looked at is the mail room for
both incoming and outgoing mail.
An outside consultant with
experience in dealing with the U.S.
Postal Service will be hired to
evaluate the efficiency and the cost

control system presently used in the
mail room.
There are several line items from
the budget that Campanella said will
be studied, such as overtime,
publications and printing, and travel.
Campanella said the overtime
expense would be dealt with by
better internal procedures. The
publications and printing expense
will be examined by an outside firm.
"I know we have the expertise
internally to look at this, but they
(the Office of Communications) are
already too busy," said Campanella.
The travel budget will also be
looked at by outside consultants.
Campanella said BC deals with four
or five travel agencies, and he is sure
there is a way to consolidate and
save money on travel expenses.

Another area of concern is the
rising cost of health insurance.

Campanella said the University's
employee health insurance
premiums increased over 60 percent
last year.
The cost containment plan calls
for the University to hire a consultant
who is an expert in fringe benefit
management to find alternative ways
to contain the rate of growth of the
expenses.
Campanella stated that the cost
containment plan was not intended
to look into positions that could be
eliminated in the faculty or staff. He
said the faculty positions are
decided by the chairperson of each
department, the deans of each
school, and the Academic Vice
President.

University

Executive

Vice

President Frank Campanella

Bob Bisset plans to expand V. P. role
By TARA MCDONALD

Heights Associate Editor
"They say this position is what you
make of it; I want to take a larger
role," said UCBC Executive Vice
President Bob Bisset in an interview
last week.
"Bob and I relate so well that

UGBC Executive Vice President
Bob Bisset
between the two of us we get a lot
of things done...We complement
each other very well," agreed UGBC
President Chris Hentemann.
This year, the relationship
between the President and Executive
Vice President will be different than
it has been in the past, say both
Bisset and Hentemann. Bisset said
he and Hentemann wanted to run
as a ticket from the presidential
primary on.
The Election Committee wanted
them to wait, however, until after the
primary to announce that Bisset
would be second in command if
Hentemann was elected.

The fact that the students elected
both men makes Bisset "more
accountable," he said. Since the
official UGBC Management Manual
is not explicit about the division of
duties within the Executive office, he
said he and Hentemann are
planning to split up the duties and
work as "a team," said Bisset.
Hentemann said he sees Bisset's
role as "helping me coordinate all
the different departments" of UGBC.
Specifically, Bisset will oversee
relations within the UGBC
departments while Hentemann will
deal with relations between UGBC
and the University's administration,
said Hentemann.
During the recent cabinet
selections, Bisset and Hentemann
divided up the interviewing duties
and had "equal say" in the final
determinations, said Bisset.
Technically, Bisset will be
"overseeing" the cabinet, but he and
Hentemann "have such a good,
strong cabinet behind" them that he
should not have to be directly
involved in cabinet members'
activities, said Bisset.
Although Hentemann would have
the final word in the event of any
disagreement with the Executive
Vice President, the two would
probably "kick it back and forth and
figure out the best way to handle"
any problem that might arise, said
Bisset. "I don't see any major
schisms" developing anyway, said
Bisset.
Part of the reason for the similarity
of their views is the fact that he and
Hentemann "have been friends
from the beginning," said Bisset.

Hentemann said Bisset was the first
person he met at BC. Since both of

them like to solve problems "by
talking them out," they "would
probably come to a compromise" in
the event of any disagreement, said
Hentemann.

Before being elected to his present
member of the
125th Anniversary Committee that
planned the BC celebration last year,
and was on the varsity water polo
team his freshman and sophomore
post, Bisset was a

years.
Bisset was also a UGBC senator
for the past two years, so he

experienced firsthand that "the
Senate has always been kind of
brushed aside." This year, "we want
to use the Senate as a guide to how

decisions
should
be
made...there are resources [in the
Senate] that can only help us," Bisset
said.
Bisset's Senate experience helped
during the presidential campaign,
because he knew how the Senate
works and had "good Senate
relations, which are so important,"
said Hentemann.
Because they "want the Senate
involved more" from the beginning
of their administration, Hentemann
and Bisset are working with the current Senate to assemble a summer
Senate, said Bisset. The ideal
summer Senate would be composed
of five or six senators, with an equal
number from each of the three
undergraduate classes. These
our

senators will participate in weekly
cabinet meetings, lie said.
Many of the summer duties will
involve evaluating the icqui"-b lor
"over one million dollars" from the
various BC clubs, and planning
Freshman Orientation and first
semester programming events, said
Bisset. Some of the cabinet members
will be on campus over the summer,
and both Bisset and Hentemann will
remain in Boston the entire time, he
said.
When asked how he likes his
position, Bisset said, "I haven't really
had anything official to do so far"
other than the cabinet selections. He
and Hentemann are still in a
"transition period," he said.

UGBC Senate approves cabinet
By TINO LUCENTE

Heights Staff Writer
The newly elected UGBC Senate
was initiated last week when it had
its first meeting and made its first
decisions for the 1989-90 term.
The senators began by electing a
chairperson. Dimitrios Angelis,
SOM '92, and Don Niss, A&S '91,
both vied for the position, and
Angelis was chosen by a vote of 12-4.
Angelis promised to be objective
and fair, and said he wants to restore
respectability to the Senate.
"I want to bring the Senate out of
the Executive Chamber," Angelis
said, "and back to the students."
The Senate then moved on to take

care of official business. UGBC
President Chris Hentemann
presented his candidates for the
Executive Cabinet to the Senate for
their approval. After a brief speech
by each of the prospective cabinet
vice presidents, the Senate, without
much questioning, unanimously
passed the acceptance of the cabinet
by a block vote.
The Senate also voted on its first
piece of legislation. Newly
appointed Assistant Chairperson
Cathy Stanton, A&S '90, submitted
an amendment to the MassPIRG
compromise resolution which was
passed by last year's Senate.
The amendment, which passed
unanimously, requires MassPIRG to

Voices on the Dustbowl

present an

itemized budget for the

money it receives from the UGBC.
Angelis stressed that he does not
intend on spending too much of the
Senate's time on BCPIRC this year,
saying that the last Senate spent
about 75 percent of its meetings on
PIRG. He said he would like this
Senate to concentrate on more
productive projects.

The Senators, a majority of whom
are new to the Senate, are just
beginning their new job. The way in
which this new Senate checks the
Executive over the summer during
budgeting and planning will prove
whether it can indeed stand up on
its own.

By Bridget Nester, Molly Dempsey,
and MC Linbeck

If you could ask the next Dustbowl question, what would it be?

Franny Grabish, A&S '90
Eddie Monaco, SOM '90

Where's the beef?

Troy Bracher, SOM '91
Neil McCullagh, A&S '91
Brian Wogensen, A&S '91
What would you do for a
fun-filled evening with that
bombshell Mary Daly?

Manny Rionda, SOM '89

Jeff Hume, SOM '91
Bill Ryan, A&S '92

Is it true that Womynfire is
opening for Metallica?

I'm gonna ask you what
everybody's always askin'
me...Whaddaya do?

Arielle Langlois, A&S '90
Julia Allen, A&S '90
Mary Jo Cunha, A&S 90
What happened to Matt
Pye's leg?
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Dr. Geiger speaks personally about AIDS
By BILL MURPHY
Heights Assistant News Editor
As part of AIDS Awareness Month
College, Dr. Andrew
Geiger spoke about AIDS on
at Boston

Tuesday night

at

Cheverus Hall.

Geiger was able to give the
audience not only a medical
explanation of AIDS, but also a
personal viewpoint of the disease as
well. Gieger has known he has AIDS
since he was told on Christmas Eve
in 1986.
A graduate of MIT and U Mass
Medical School, Geigerrecalled that
his first contact with AIDS was in
1981. He explained that while
working in a Manhattan hospital, he
had seen many twenty to twenty-five
yearolds that were dying from a type
of bird tuberculosis in the bone.
Some of the common symptoms
were "funny rashes and swollen

lymph nodes." At the time, it was a
disease he would only try to
understand medically. Five years
later, it would be a disease that
would change his life.
Geiger described himself as a
homosexual male who had been
born and raised in Boston by a "nice
family," and had been taught in
Catholic schools. He also stressed
that as an adult he had "been living
with a guy for four years," keeping
a monogamous relationship.
He remembered the first time he
began feeling sick when he was
lifting weights and began "huffing
and puffing." He said that when he
went to work he "couldn't get up the
front stairs of the hospital."
Tests were run, and it was found
he had pneumonia in both lungs.
Weeks later he was told he had
AIDS.
Geiger stated that since that

Christmas Eve in 1986, he has "been
in the hospital nine times," running
up a bill of ninety-thousand dollars.
In that time, he has had
pneumonia
three
times,
appendicitis, an abscess in his belly,
and numerous side effects from the
AIDS treatment drug AZT.
He spoke of his initial response to
having AIDS, saying, "I hated
healthy people at first. You feel you
are being punished."
After some time he decided to
battle against the disease. He said he
went "to the gym six times a week"
and had also decided to continue at
his work.
Geiger said that he was able to go
on because "none of my friends or
relatives have turned their backs on
me."
He described life with AIDS as
sometimes "very isolating and very
lonely," and stressed it is important

Or. Andrew Geiger spoke to students about the medical and social
aspects of AIDS last Tuesday night in Chevrus Hall.
that people "don't stop talking about
it [AIDS]" when they come in
contact with a person who has the
disease.
He explained that not everyone
has kept from turning their back.
"Doctors just don't want to take care
of AIDS patients," said Geiger, "it's
like firemen running away from the
fire."

Finally, a place where
kids are encouraged
to listen to music and
stare at the ceiling.

He supported his statement, citing
a poll of two hundred doctors that

showed only four of the two
hundred said they would treat AIDS
patients.

AIDS patients today number at
approximately ninety-thousand
people, and the number is
growing alarmingly. Geiger claimed
it is the "highest cause of death for
twenty to twenty-four year-olds."
Geiger said he has not allowed
AIDS to completely control his life.
He has used his own determination
and the strength of his friends and
relatives to battle this deadly disease.
Geiger will continue to inform
others of AIDS, and try to end the
isolation and loneliness of the victim
that has been caused by other
people's fears.
After looking towards a future
many would consider both
emotionally and physically trying,
Geiger optimistically stated, "I'm
not in the least bit scared of dying."
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New guard rail inconveniences businesses
said, were a danger to older people

By ROB STACK
Heights Staff Writer
BC students will notice a change
in the scenery in front of the string
of stores across from Lower Campus
next to the Lake Street T stop.
Complaints from a Lake Street

neighborhood organization known
as LUCK have resulted in a guard rail
being placed in front of the stores'
parking lot to prevent cars from

backing out onto the sidewalk.
According to a story in the AllstonBrighton Journal, Marion Alford,
head of LUCK, was concerned that
the heavy congestion was a threat to
pedestrians. Cars backing out, she

and small children, who would be
less able to react to an oncoming car.
The Department of Public Works
agreed, and on Friday, April 28, the
guard rail went up.
There is an apology hanging in the
window of College Sub with a
number on it for customers to call
and complain to City Hall.
According to Jo Anne McManus,
Manager of the Unique Hair Salon,
one of the stores affected by the new
addition, there is more to this affair.
She said that having worked on the
premises for 12 years, she feels that
Alford is not so much concerned
with protecting pedestrians as she is

with making life harder for Martin
Grealish, the owner of the property.
McManus said that Alford does not
like the fact that Boston College was
allowed to put its bookstore annex
in the neighborhood.
Grealish was out of town and
unavailable for comment at the time
of this article.
McManus went on to add that the
guard rail will be a real danger to
people who are on the wrong side
of it because they could be pinned
up to the rail by cars which have to
back all the way up to it to get out.
As she spoke, a large Oldsmobile
pulled into an open space. As the
driver got out of the car, a smaller

Houston lauds black women
specific achievements of black

By KATE CANAS

women:.

Professor Amanda Houston, the
director of Black Studies at Boston
College, discussed the historical
perspective of black women and
feminism last Wednesday night in
Gasson Hall.
The lecture, Black Women and
Feminism, was sponsored by UCBC
Women's Issues.
Houston said she wished there
were more white women watching
the lecture and added that there
should be more black women
speakers on campus.
"Where is our commitment to
women?" asked Houston.
Houston said that the number of
black faculty has increased on
campus; however, so far its been
only for teaching Black Studies.
"Thev should not be confined to
this [Black Studies]," she said.
Houston attempted to open the
eyes and minds of listeners by
delving into history and discussing

?

In 1783 the first African-American

was a women, Elizabeth Freiman.
In 1846 Sarah Roberts was the
first black woman to integrate into
?

public schools.

?Maria Stuart was the first woman
in America to lecture in public.
?Madam C.J. Walker was the first
woman to become a self-made
millionaire in America.

?The first African-American novel
published in the United States was
written by a black woman,
Houston also commented on
women's ability to be "role-models."
"The idea that only a man can be
a role-model is not necessarily true,"
she said.
She continued by saying women
must realize that "our securities are
going.. .Women should understand
the seriousness of Roe vs. Wade."
Houston expressed strong feelings

toward the Women's Liberation
Movement. "Before black women
support the Women's Liberation
Movement, they must feel they will
be helped by it...something must

The source went on to add that
Alford had previously brought up
zoning issues in order to effect some
changes. He said that Alford's bigwedging itself between the gest fear is that Grealish will sell the
Oldsmobile and the rail, doing a whole block to BC.
sizeable amount of damage to itself
in the process. "See what I mean?"
When the parking lot is converted,
she said.
as is scheduled, to parallel parking
Alford refused to return repeated spaces, there will be a loss of six
calls from the Heights.
spaces in an area where finding a
A worker at College Sub, who said place to park is not an easy task.
he did not wish to be identified, also Most of the traffic that comes to
commented that Alford might be these stores only stays for a short
waging a grudge war against time. In light of this fact, some feel
Grealish. He claimed that she was that illegal parking will just increase
extremely angry when Grealish let since drivers do not often plan on
staying long enough to get a ticket.
BC onto the property.
car tried to pass behind the
Oldsmobile within the now allotted space. There was not enough
room, and the smaller car ended up

Tree Dedication

In remembrance of Todd Moran
Tuesday, May 2 at 2:00
Bring a ribbon for the tree

improve."

"Seeing the women's movement
from a black women's perspective is
important...lt's something that needs
said Sandy
to be addressed,
Tarrant, Vice President for Women's
"

BEVERLY INTERIORS, INC.
WALL COVERING PAINTS
MURALO QUALITY
?

?

WINDOW TREATMENTS \u2666 RUGS
PAINTS a STAINS

Issues.

Houston continued by saying that
black women "do not want to be just
like white women."
She said that black women are not
fighting for a job in a high position.
She described liberation as a way of
life, both for themselves and their
families.
Houston feels that it is time for
women to "take control." "We're in
trouble...America is changing...the
economy is changing,"she said.
"I hope we hold on to the
American dream so blacks can get
a taste of it," Houston said.

Bay Realty won't
let you end up in

the dog house.
With our unmatched service
and selection in
Brookline,
the
Brighton, Allston
and Newton areas, we'll find a
comfortable
place you can
call home.
We have high-quality living spaces at prices that
will make your tail wag. And with this ad,
you'll get $100 off your first months
rent. Call 782-6666 for an appointment, or stop by our
office. We'll treat

408 CABOT STREET
BEVERLY MA 01 91 5

(508)

927-86 1 O

DICK CONRAD
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m
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?^
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Cash in on
your education
right away
At Harvard Book Store, we pay top prices for

used paperbacks and used textbooks. And we
pay cash...immediately! See us today to cash in
on your education right away!

%

I Bay Realty
Rentals Long
?

&

Group, Inc.

Short Term Leasing

?

Summer Sublets

183 Harvard Ave,AJlston 782-6666

1256 Mass. Ave., Cambridge (Harvard Square) 661-1616
?

Book Buying Hours
9:30-5:30 Monday through Saturday
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To the Editor:
We are writing in response to a

letter written by Marc Cote in the
April 24 issue of the Heights
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speech last week drew around 3,000 students, and

was the most successful piece of UGBC programming this year. Jackson's
authoritative voice captivated the audience as he told them about racial problems
on campus and in the world at large.
Jackson speech, whether one agreed with the points it made or not, promoted
intelligent discussion on problems students will be faced with in the future.
Jackson urged students to learn about African-American heritage while in college,
and he pushed students to understand what is wrong with racism and sexism.
The speech was a good step towards developing more intercultural unity at BC.
Coordinators of the event must be commended for pulling it off without a
hitch. The lecture bettered BC's reputation and will help to bring other prominent
speakers here in the future.
The turnout for the event was remarkable considering the fact that the lecture
was in the early afternoon. Professors who allowed or encouraged students to
attend the lecture should be commended. The students who went to the lecture
learned as much, if not more, at the lecture than they would have during one

class.
Hopefully, next year's programming director will push to find a speaker of
Jackson's caliber to begin a new tradition of having prominent and powerful
speakers at BC.

O'Neill Computer Facility inadequate
It's 9pm and the Computer Center is filled with students, both graduate and
undergraduate, waiting to use terminals. After waiting for an hour, you suddenly
spy someone leaving a terminal. Without thinking twice you sprint down the
aisle to claim the free computer as your own. When you sit down at it, you
suddenly remember that you still have to wait for the disk you need. Dismayed
and despondent, you begin to fear that the 15 page paper you intended to pass
in tomorrow will never materialize.
The O'Neill Computer Facility is one of the largest and most well equipped
college computer centers in the country. However, very rarely can anyone walk
into OCF and get work done in the first hour. Students not only have to wait
for disks and terminals, but they must wait for printers. It is not that the facility
is inadequate (although a few more terminals would help), but it lacks an
organized waiting system. The OCF should institute a system that would allow
students to sign up for times on terminals while reserving a few terminals to
be used on a first come, first serve basis. With such a system, students would
not have to stand around looking for open terminals. Presently, students waiting
for a terminal have to find someone who is leaving and ask if they can use the
computer next. Sometimes, students who use the computers give it up to friends
who have just entered OCF. A system must be worked out next semester to
end the congestion of this area. The OCF will run more smoothly and students
will be better able to manage the time necessary to do papers. This facility is
important for those who cannot afford a computer in their room. BC
administrators take pride in OCF and show it to incoming students; however,
if these students really knew how poorly the place is run, they would think
twice about counting it as a plus for the school.
Another problem on which OCF needs to work is fixing the broken computers
and printers. When they break down, OCF should have a way to service them
within the same day.
BC's new science building will make space available in Devlin Hall. The
administration should consider placing more terminals in Devlin as an alternative
to OCF. Also, Newton campus would benefit from some terminals and printers.
An alternative to printing at OCF is using the laser printers in Fulton Hall.
However, only four printers for over 8,000 students (not to mention graduate
students and faculty) are not enough. Fulton's system is also abused. Students
are not allowed to use keyboards, yet some students sneak their own in and
use them. The time on these printers is supposed to be limited, yet students
printing long theses often go over their limit. The policies at Fulton must be
better enforced in order to ensure fairness and to keep the facility running
smoothly.

regarding the apathetic attitude ot
Boston College administrators. We,

like Marc, also experienced the
sudden loss of a roommate and
close friend. He and his roommates
lost Todd Moran; we lost Tabby
Baldisserotto.
Unfortunately, we have not found
the administrators very helpful in
dealing with our situation. Almost
two months after her death, we
finally initiated communication
with one of the deans, because
neither the Dean of Students,
Housing, our Resident Assistant, the
Chaplaincy Office or Counseling
had contacted us to discuss our
present sitauation. We felt as if
nobody cared or that they had
forgotten over Spring Break that it
had even happened. We knew it was
too late for the University to do
anything, but we felt it was our duty
to inform them of how we felt, and
in the future, the University should
be more responsive to students who
experience this type of situation.
Tabby was such a significant part
of our college experience. We will

always remember Tabby and all of
the good times we had. We are very
disappointed that she was not
mentioned, along with the others, in
the dedication in our yearbook.
In addition, we hope that her
parents will receive an honorary
degree at our graduation ceremony.
Due to the fact that we, her
roommates, are not all in the same
school, we would like to have this
dedication presented in the
presence of everyone at the general
ceremony in Alumni Stadium. We
appreciate that the School of
Managementhas expressed interest
in this presentation at Conte Forum.
Finally, we would like to thank
Marc Cote for bringing this
important issue to the attention of
the Boston College community. His
letter prompted us to write to the
Editor. We hope that these two letters
will move BC to become more
compassionate and responsive to
the needs of those who must deal
with this type of situataion.
Helen Gaudette, A&S
Carol Ann McAuliffe, SOM
Kathy Moran, A&S
Maureen Ramsey, SOM
Gina Tottenham, SOE

'89

'89
'89
'89
'89

Boston gangs a problem
To the Editor:
Gang rape. Most of us here in the BC
community are appalled by such
atrocities. People in the city are
having to take drastic measures to

dark because if thev
don't, they could also become inno
cent victims of gang related
violence. The city's youth is quickly becoming collectively organized
tribes of destruction. Most of the
gangs have illegal contraband in the
form of drugs or stolen property as
a common desire. Last night markget home before

Ed the third time this week that an
innocent bystander was shot as a
result of simply being dear gang warfare. This has to stop! We can't afford
to become another Los Angeles
where they have claimed to have lost
a whole generation to the gangs. I
don't see why Boston College as a
Christian community can't do its
part in the form of constructive programing to keep the youth occupied.
The worst thing we can do is nothing
at all.
Edward McDonald A&S '90

Alumni support Daly
To the Editor:

Over 25 years ago, Boston College
rejected an opportunity to bring to
its faculty the noted philosopher
Herbert Marcuse. For some on
campus Marcuse was too
controversial, too radical. Boston
College opted for the "noncontroversial" route and let
Professor Marcuse go on to another
campus where he was immensely
productive and creative, and
generally considered a leading
thinker of his time.
As a result of Boston College's
timidity, many of us who attended
BC had only the opportunity to
study about Marcuse rather than
with Marcuse.
Twenty years ago, Boston College
again demonstrated that characteristic timidity in denying tenure
to the feminist theologian Mary
Daly. Many of us were involved in
the massive protests which turned
around that decision. We had hoped
that the University had turned the
corner in its reversal on Professor
Daly.
Since that time Boston College
has made great strides toward
excellence. It has become a
respected national university. But
apparently something of that old
timidity remains in the Heights,
threatening to hold the University
back from true distinction.
Boston College is currently
repeating the mistake it made in the
case of Marcuse 25 years ago and in
the case of Daly 20 years ago. In
failing to grant Daly full Professor
status, apparently because she is too
controversial, too radical, perhaps
too challenging to the established
canons of professionalism, Boston
College is again in danger of losing
a thinker of the fist rank, one who

has been, and surely will continue
to be immensely productive and
creative. Daly's reputation was well
established 20 years ago, and the
intervening years have only
enhanced it.
This time a new generation of
Boston College students to come
may be left to study about Mary
Daly rather than with her.
This would be a senseless mistake

and would represent an acceptance

by Boston College that it is, and will
remain a respected national
university, yes, but one still held
down from true distinction by
remnants of the past which it is
unwilling or unable to cast off.
Tom Gallagher, A&S 70
Edward Kelly, A&S '69
Elisa Speranza, A&S '82
Charlie Hauck, A&S '69
Jeff Fraser, A&S 73, LAW '76
Tom Cohan, A&S '72
McDonough,
John
A&S '75
Joan Quinlan, A&S '76
Gerry McDonough, A&S '75
Maureen Dezell, A&S '75
William Moriartyu, A&S '73
Frances Kassper, A&S '72
Tom E. Noonan, A&S '70
John Simon, A&S '67
Joseph Check, A&S '69
Jamer Creamer, A&S '70
Constance Doty, SOE '73
Tina Leardi, GRAD A&S '82
Susan Tracy, A&S '82
Ann Maini, SOM '82
Gloria Leipzig, GRAD A&S '75
Robert Cohen, LAW '70
Seth Shenfield, LAW '70
William L. Kelly, A&S 72
Jane E. Connolly, A&S 74
Paula Tirrell, GRAD A&S 71
Stephen Ault, LAW '85
John Creamer, A&S 75
Editor's Note: This letter was signed by 28 BC alumni.
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BC Band Director desires group unity
To the Editor:
I am in some ways both amused
and bemused by the response of
Patrick B. Hurley to my letter which
you so kindly printed to set the
record straight concerning the involvement of the BC Band in the

Multiple Sclerosis Walk-a-Thon.
Mr. Hurley objects to my inclusion
of BC bOp! along with Concert
Band, Pep Band, Jazz Ensemble,
Theatre and academic courses
which are in conflict with band practice times during the first semester
as examples of the activities in
which our members participate during second semester. Among the activities listed, Concert Band, Pep
Band and Jazz Ensemble are in fact
operated as independant entities
and include not only marching band
members, but also other students,
staff and members of Boston College
community.

Since I have not heard protests
from Dr. Marcoux and others involved as thespian advisors; or from
Father Neenan as Academic Dean,
I would presume then that they
clearly did not interpret my response
as an attempt by marching band to
usurp credit for their achievements.
I have been a fan and have supported the efforts of BC bOp! since
its inception. In fact, I have recently
encouraged my brother and a friend
who attended and enjoyed their performances at EFCOT during spring
break to write letters of criticism to
the Walt Disney Company for requirng each member of BC bOp! to
pay an admission fee to the park for
each day they performed at the
Disney facilities.
Mr. Hurley's personal pique and
anxiety over his illogical inference
calls to mind the spray-can
diplomacy practiced by college protesters in the mid-sixties and early
seventies who would often under
the cover of darkness furtively appear and spray conclusory epithets
in public places which were most
often dismissed out of hand or cited
in satire by rational masses since
both the commentator and his commentary lacked substance.
Were I a cynic, I would suggest
that before he concludes his experience at BC, Mr. Hurley take advantage of the Philosophy Department's offering in logic, PL264, to
establish an appreciation for the
value of a conclusion which is
drawn from appropriately stated major and minor premises, and subsequently to analyze the offending
statement; or alternatively to read a
basic math text to extract the basic
principles which would allow him
to realize that at least six current
members of BC bOp! participated in
marching band activities during this
past season including their triumph
in Dublin. Although I'm sure he
misunderstood, I choose not to yield
my cynical muse. I, therefore, offer
my apologies to Pat and any others
who may have been offended.
I commend the achievements of
the members of BC bOp! as a fine
group of talented students. For my
part each will always be welcome to

participate in the BC Band. I would
suggest, however, and indeed hope
that they will join the adult advisors
and students in all areas of the performing arts at Boston College in

their unified efforts

to

heighten the

awareness of the Boston College

community and administration both

mitted

the enhancement value of their
pursuits to the University profile, and
the immediate benefit of such activities to the students involved. This
is a time in the history of Boston College when individuals who are com-

to

such goals should unite to

achieve them and avoid the

to

divisiveness and distraction of individual aggrandizement. My conversations with members of the marching band, and the interaction I
have had with students, advisors and

moderators of moderators of other
interested groups lead me to believe
that there is such a commitment... How about it Pat?
Joseph W. Casey
Acting Director

BC bOp! Director wishes growth of arts
To the Editor:
Since the last issue of The Heights,
I have been confronted many times
about the letter I wrote concerning
Mr. Joseph Casey and his letter the
previous week. People have told me
many things. For example, I was informed that there are in fact six
members of BC bOp! who participated in the BC Band last
semester. This is true. Ironically

though, all but one of them has
since dropped out of the marching
band! I suspect they felt the same
dissatisfaction that compelled so
many other band members to quit.
In fact, if my numbers are correct,
only 23 instrumentalists attended
the BC Band's 'mandatory' spring
rehearsal of April 25. Could the
Ireland trip possibly have played a
role in keeping the students interested in the band? Logically, it
would seem so.

Evaluations
important
To the Editor:
This letter concerns the apparent
apathetic attitude of students
towards the teacher evaluation
sheets we are asked to fill out at the
end of each semester. I see this as
a privilege for students to be able to
praise or trash a teacher according
to their classroom ability. Unfortunately, I have observed many:
students not taking time to give
teachers a fair evaluation. I feel the
administration does not emphasize
the opinionsof the students enough;
In light of the recent controversy
over Mary Daly and the firing of
another teacher who I felt was the
best teacher I had ever had, I think;
students opinions of faculty should
be more appreciated. Being
ed and respected in one's field is not
all that constitutes a good faculty
member. The ability to teach in the
classroom is perhaps the most important element of a college teacher.
The classroom is theheart of the college environment,
i urge students to take the time to

fill out the questionnaires intelligently the next time that they are
distributed. I also urge the administration to treat the results as a
valuable analysis of the teacher's

ability,

Markus Wttthaut, A&S '90

However, I must give credit where
credit is due. Mr. Casey must obviously be an intelligent man. I
know of few other lawyers who
would be capable of maintaining the
position of (Acting) Director of a
Division I college band while not
even possessing a bachelor's degree
in music. Mr. Casey has obviously

worked very hard for the BC Band,
but it seems odd that his hard work
has not resulted in thekind of quality performances one might expect
from a BC organization.
I sincerely hope that Mr. Casey
read my previous letter in the spirit
in which it was written. I wish
nothing but the best for the BC Band

and its members and I hope Mr.
Casey shares my desire for growth
in the performing arts at BC as we
proceed into the 1990'5... How
about it Joe?

Patrick B. Hurley
A&S'9O

Faculty disagrees with decision
To the Editor:

Prof. Andrew Buni, History
Assoc. Prof. Donnah Canavan,

A letter to Dean Barth:
The Mary Daly case is a complex
one to which many responses are

Psychology
Assoc. Prof. Beth Casey, Education

Assistant Prof. Robert Chibka,
possible. This is one of them. The
English
undersigned faculty, some members Assoc. Prof. Adele Dalsimer, English
of the Women's Studies Committee Assoc. Prof. Paul Doherty, English
and others, are alarmed at what we
Assistant Prof. Kathleen Dunn,
take to be a resistance to scholarship
Biology
about women surfacing in the Assoc. Prof. Ellen Friedman, History
University's recent denial of
Assistant Prof. Lisa Fuentes,
promotion to feminist scholar Mary
Sociology
Daly. We think this issue touches all
Assoc. Prof. Thomas Groome,
of us who are engaged in women's
Theology
studies and feminist scholarship, Prof. Jeanne Guillemin, Sociology
and, indirectly, all of us engaged in Assoc. Prof. Sharlene Hesse-Biber,
scholarship.
Sociology
The "faculty response" enclosed
Assoc. Prof. Irving Hurwitz,
was read and signed by those whose
Education
names follow. We hope you will take
Assoc. Prof. Richard Jenson,
this expression into account in any
Mathematics
future action on the case.
Assistant Prof. James Kenny,
Speech Communications
Judith Wilt, Professor of English and
Assoc. Prof. Marianne LaFrance,
Director of Women's Studies
Psychology
Prof. Benedict Alper, Sociology Assoc. Prof. Alan Lawson, History
Assistant Prof. Elizabeth Await,
Assoc. Prof. Paul Lewis, English
Fine Arts
Assoc. Prof. Ramsay Liem,
Prof. Pamela Berger, Fine Arts
Psychology
Assistant Prof. Raymond Biggar,
Prof. Ritchie P. Lowry, Sociology
English
Assoc. Prof. Michael Malec,
Bodenheimer,
Prof. Rosemarie
Sociology
English
Assoc. Prof. Roberta Manning,
Assoc. Prof. Mary Brabeck,
History
Education
Assoc. Prof.Stuart Martin,'
Assoc. Prof. Paul Breines, History
Philosophy
Broder,
Prof.
Sheri
History
Assistant
Assistant.Prof. Suzanne Matsori,
Assoc. Prof. Matilda Bruckner,
English
Romance Languages
Assoc. Prof. John McDargh,

Helping the homeless
work and stand up to get more. The
Lifesaver Campaign was done by 10
universities whose students believe
we can work together and start moving towards the city, the country, the

To the Editor:

I would like to thank The Heights
for last week's article on the
Massachusetts Coalition for the
Homeless.. Jjje article gives meihej Z
opportunity to announce to Boston
College that on the week of April
3rd, BC students were able to raise
$800 for the coalition.

"

wbrld we want. Th¥

m'dnfey we rais-

Theology
Prof. Kristin Morrison, English
Assoc. Prof. David Northrup, History
Assoc. Prof. Kevin O'Neil, History
Assoc. Prof. Carol Petillo, History
Assoc. Prof. John Randall, English
Assistant Prof. Virginia Reinburg,
History
Assistant Prof. Alan Richardson,
English
Assoc. Prof. Anne Dhu Shapiro,
Music

Assistant Prof. Judith Smith, History
Assoc. Prof. Paul Spagnoli, History
Assoc. Prof. Andrew Von Hendy,
English
Assistant Prof. James Wallace,
English
Assoc. Prof. Peter Weiler, History
A faculty response to the following
paragraph:

"The committee devoted substantial
attention to your many published
works. It noted the widespread
citation of those works as influential
expressions in a developing field of
feminist studies. Nevertheless in
arriving at a determination of an
appropriate level of excellence in
your publications, the determination
of an appropriate level of excellence
in your publications by-which
candidates for promotion to
Professor are judged. Particular
reference was made to the lack of
refereed articles in scholarly journals
and the questionable scholarliness
of your recent books."

The paragraph above, written by
the University in partial explanation
of its recent decision not to promote
feminist author Mary Daly* follows
a disturbing trend often found in
universities during the past few
decades, which we want to contest
wherever we see it. This trend is the
denigration of feminist methodology
as "unscholarly." We want to record
our affirmation:
that scholarship about women is
scholarship,

ed for MCH is just a beginning. It is
time to move forward. If anyone is
still here on the night of May 11th
and would like to talk with or
become part of the city-wide college
students striving towards a vision of
that feminist methodology, which
Half of the money was raised by change come meet with SAVE incorporates elements of historical
Chaplaincy and we thank you for the (Students As a Voice for Ethics). We research and analysis, philosophical
energy and support. The other half will meet at 7:30 at the Old South critique, the re-examination and
was raised by students who sold Church directly across from Copley possible renewal of language, is
lifesavers for one week while Station.
scholarly methodology,
educating on the horrible growing
numbers of people without housing,
that the developing field of
As we break for the summer, may
the fastest growing group of
feminist studies, on the intellectual
homeless being women and our thoughts become still more sad horizon
for at least a century, solidly
children. It is sad and frightening and frightened. For in the midst of
in professional
them will come hope. It will come \u25a0established
that as the number ofhomeless peodisciplines
academic
for the last
ple has grown, 75 percent of funding once we have discovered that our
twenty years, is respected by Boston
for low-income housing has been power and meaning becomes real
College faculty, and deserves the
taken away since the Reagan years when we return to change the
support of the institution.
began. More sad and frightening is sadness and fear to a commitment
that the money it would require to to the beauty of all people.
*author of The Church and the Seproperly house, clothe, and feed
cond
Sex (1968), Beyond God the
Have a good summer BC, and to
every person on earth is as much as
(1973) Cyn-Ecology; The
Father
the world spends on arms every two the seniors, a good life. "Be cheerMetaEthics
of Radical Feminism
weeks.
ful. Strive to be happy." (Confucius (1978),
Pure
Lust:
Elemental Feminist
said that.)
Philosophy
Websters' New
(1984),
Students across Boston are
Intergalactic
Wickedary
of the
deciding that /ve are worthy of more
Jennifer Pepi English
(1986).
Language
than this, much more. And we must
A&S '90
?

?

Efficient system needed
To the Editor:
This letter is in regards to the door
system used for Thursday nights at
the Rat. On more than one occasion,
I have had to wait over an hour in
a line that stretched into the quad,
something that I don't enjoy doing.
I understand that for security
purposes two forms of identification

are necessary, but are not there
better ways to go through this
process and thereby cut down the
line outside? A more efficient system
might be to put more staff up front
or even use some type of computer
system utlizing the magneticstrip on
the back of the BC IDs.

Bill Newbauer, A&S '89

?
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TEN
GOOD
REASONSTO
LEAVE
SCHOOL
If

it's final

exam time and you're feeling a little
unprepared because the only thing you've
11
/ 7
read all semester was your spring break
itinerary, and the only attendance record
/ /
you have is at happy hour. So you've
I
decided to lock yourself in your room
///
and cram a semester's worth of work ///.
into one weekend. Well, Good Vibrations
appreciates your dilligence so we've
L#
decided to help you take a break.
'
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The ideal name would be easy to
remember, and pronounce, and
would connect the library information system with Boston College.
Contest entry forms will be
distributed at the libraries through
May 11.
The winning entry will earn its
author a place in the history of the
Boston College Libraries-and a $50
gift certificate at the BC Bookstore.
Runners up will receive a T-shirt with
the winning name in the Fall.

Act Now and we'll show you the
largest selection of great apartments at fair rates.
We specialize in student rentals
and charge low fees

"

CALL NOW: 254-8117
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CASS/LP $6.88; CD $11.88
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contest.

We Have The Keys
To Your Hext
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Doolittle

developed at Northwestern University, has already been installed in
many academic and research
libraries around the country and its
generic name is "NOTIS." The
Library would like to give it a distinctive Boston College identity, and we
invite all students to participate in
a "name the online library system"

Underprivileged children from Allston-Brighton took part in "Kids
Fair" at Murray House last Saturday afternoon. The event was
co-sponsored by Murray House and UGBC.

Firte/Securw Yourself
Fe » r * /Tr*o" To Be True
Love's Recovery

mm

CASS/LP $6.88; CD $11.88

After 5 years of service, the Geac
library system is ready to retire from
active duty this summer. Boston College Libraries will replace Geac with
a new online catalog, circulation
and acquisitions system which will
al low for expansion of automated i nformation services during the next
several years.
Wiring and equipment installation
for the new system will take place
in all the libraries over the summer.
In September, the library will offer
a series of introductory sessions on
the capabilities of the new system for
students and faculty. For anyone
familiar with Geac, the transition to
the new system will be quite
straightforward-help screens at the
terminal will provide all the instructions necessary to locate materials
in the libraries.
The new system, which was
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Come into Good Vibrations now
and get any of these 10 top hits for
the special low price of just $6.88
for cassette or LP and just $11.88
f° r compact disc. Not only will you
De getting great music, but on the way
you can stop and pick up those text books
you've been meaning to buy. Hurry in,
sale ends 5/6/89.

the
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graduation party
that will make
the Dean's List,
callB&D
The Caterers.
Graduate in the very best of taste with party platters
of cold cuts, meats, cheeses, salads and deli specialties from
The B&D, Hungry for something more formal?
Then we'll cook up a full course luncheon or dinner, from
super soup to homemade desserts. Or order one of our
3 or 6 foot sub sandwiches just for the fun of it.
At your graduation party, we'll do all the work,
while you get all the Congratulations!

COMPACT DISCS

9000 mbiitiong

Call 730-5357 or 232-3727.

Newton, Marshall's Shopping Center, 969-3445
Brookline, 487 Harvard Street, 566-3444

f JT^^MJM
0589-045

The
CATERERS
We make
our business
parties

1653 BEACON ST BROQKLINE
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Heights Sports
NFL draft fishes out of
Barros closes out brilliant EC career BC talent pool again
By DAN CROGAN

Heights Staff Writer

Underrated and overlooked.
That pretty much describes Dana
Barros for the majority of his stellar
career at Boston College. He wasn't
invited to the 94 player fryout for
1988 U.S. Olympic team and he was
left off the first team Big fast AlhStar
squad/despite becoming the only
player to lead the conference in

scoring in two consecutive years.
Dana has been opening the eyes
of his critics every step of the way

and hecontinued this traditionwith

a very successful showing at the
Orlando Aft-Star Classic The Classic
brought together 37 of the nation's
best college seniors to showcase
their talents for the N.B.A. scouts.
Barros averaged 303 minutes, 16.6
points, 8.3 assists, 2 J steals, and a
surpdsingsKJ rebounds per game in
the three game series. He played for
Vilfanova head coach Rollie
Masslmino's East squad which
compiled a 1-2 record and finished

#wrd place.
Boston Celtics' scout Rich
Wertiman was one of the eyes in the
crowd for the three game series and
in

was impressed with Dana's
performance. He told the Boston

of making the Broncos' roster. "If I
pick up the offense fast and if there
Globe, 'The scouts all knew he
is a need, eventually I will get a shot
Asa result of last week's NFL draft to play," said Widell.
could shoot. They wanted to see if
hecould do some other things, like and free agency, 5 BC players have
In the 7th round, defensive end,
handle the ball and run the offense. received an opportunity to make pro Eric Lindstrom (6-3, 230) was
He showed them that he could. 1 teams.
selected by the New England
Thefirst player to go was offensive Patroits, making him the fourth BC
think he will be a late first-round or
guard and 1988 team co-captain Joe player in four years (Doug Flutie,
high second-round pick."
Mike Ruth, Gerrick MacPhearson,
In an interview with the Boston Wolf.
284
was
the
17th
6'6,
lb,
Dave Nugent) to have a shot with the
Wolf,
Globe, Barros said he triedto relax
on the court, 'it's very important pick in thefirst round by the Phoenix Patriots.
toward determining your future. But Cardinals. Wolf was considered one
Lindstrom immediately became
in
guards
of
the
best
the
draft
and
the popular story on the evening
you've still got to play relaxed
was
top
ranked
as
one
the
all-around
People
keep
basketball.
who can
news and in the morning paper
athletes.
because
Lindstrom is a Weymouth
perspective
go
and can out and
theft
surprised
by
Wolf
was
the
and
definite hometown hero.
have fun are the Ones who will shine
native
selection. "Up until Saturday night
here. But not everybody can."
In the 11th round, the Super Bowl
Based on his fine play, it appears I didn'tknow who was going to pick champion San Fransisco 49'ers
as if Dana followed his own advice. me, but I didn't think it was going selected tailback Jim Bell.
Bell hurt his knee towards the end
He shot 87.5% from the free throw to be the Cardinals. They called
line and he had only seven turnovers Saturday night and said they wanted of the '88 season did not get a
against some of the best players in me.
chance to work out for many teams.
"They (Phoenix fans) are football But after being checked at one of the
the country, including Stacey King,
Todd Lichti, Charles Smith, and Tim crazy," said Wolf. I'm going into a scouting combines, his knee was
great situation."
reported to be healed after the
Bardaway
In the second round, the Denver orthoscopic surgery.
In addition, Barros easily captured
the three-point contestthat was held Broncos took Wolf's partner on the
His tapes and his performance
line,
pick.
Widell
as
the
Doug
41st
before the injury were enough for
from an N.B.A. three-point distance.
Widell,
rated
(6-4,2861b)
%
vwis «iKo
He nailed out of 25 shots {64%}
the 49'ers.
"They needed a multito defeat Michael Smith of BYU as one of the top ten offensive
linemanin
the
After
Widell
country.
[9-25] and Charles Smith of
dimensional back, someone to
watched 6 offensive lineman go in block and someone to catch out of
Georgetown [££>].
the first round, he knew he had a the backfield," said Bell.
Bell is obviously thrilled about
As Barros prepares to leave the good shot at being a second
Heights, he has left an extremely rounder.
NFL, continued to page 12.
Widell is aware of the challenge
impressive list of records behtnd,
including the Big East single game
scoring record for the regular season
[43 ptsj and tournament play [38
pts.}. He has the conference record
In a game with*
for
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Senior Staff Writer

nine;

He is also second on the All-time
Big East scoring fist behind Chris
Mullin. He is third on the All-time

.

Brilliant Career- Barros ended his career as BC's all-time leading scorer.

conference free-throw percentage
list [85.4%} and sixth in "scoring
average [19.6 ppgj. He ended his
career with a 70 game streak of
hitting a three-pointer in each game.
He i s BC's career scoring leader and
he is the third highest scorer in New
England Division I history, trailing
only Reggie Lewis and Ron Perry,
Be has started every game since
he came to BC and he leads the
Eagles in thatcategory, as well, with
118 career starts. He scored 30 or
more points in 10 games last season.
Pretty impressive numbers for a
5-11 shooting guard, but as alt BC
fans knovv*, good things come in
small packages. Thanks for the
memories 'Dana;

Tom Waddle was signed by the Chicago Bears as a free agent

Talented hockey recruits headed to BC
By ROMAN

J. USCHAK

Heights Staff Writer

In just a year's time, the Boston
College Eagles ascended from the
lower half of HOCKEY EAST to three
victories from the 1988-89 NCAA
Championship?and in 1990, they'll
be striving for it all.
However, some of the vital cogs in
the Eagle machine will be gone next
year, with the graduation of this
year's senior class. Lost will be both
HOCKEY EAST'S leading scorer and
puckstopper, Tim Sweeney and
David Littman, who will be striving
for professional careers with the
Calgary Flames and Buffalo Sabres,
respectively.

Also not returning to the Heights
will be their fellow tri-captain Paul

Marshall off to try his fortunes with
the Philadelphia Flyers.
Before you fret over how coach
Len Ceglarski's troops will replace
the Class of 1989's 150 total points
and 78.5 percent of offense
generated, be reassured that
reinforcements are on their way to
Chestnut Hill?in the form of no less
than seven top student-athletes,
including three NHL draft choices
and a projected high selection for
this summer.
As last year's freshman hockey
crop stressed offense, this year's
emphasis was on defense; four
rookie defensemen and a goaltender
will be wearing maroon and gold
next season at Conte Forum's Kelley
Rink, as well as two freshman
-

forwards.

Heading the incoming BC

With Littman gone, the Eagle Crowley's. The second is probably
crease now belongs to sophomore
the Eagle's top catch of 1990 Bill
Guerin (6-2, 195) of the New
Sandy Caluppo. Providing his
England
primary backup in 1989-90 will be
Junior Hockey League's
and
Springfield
Olympics
fellow Empire Stater Scott Lagrand
Wilbraham,
MA.
School)
from
(6-0, 170; Hotchkiss
Potsdam. Lagrand was drafted 77th
As of February 3rd, the NHL
overall by Philadelphia last June,
eight
places
Central
Scouting Bureau had Guerin
behind Crowley. He is
Bend, IN.
reportedly
leading
about
the
men
one
of
the
as
ranked the third best player in the
Some notaables
help
goalies
upcoming entry draft crop, while
counted
to
the
upon
who will be
amateur
in
nation.
Joining the BC attack up front next GOAL, the official NHL magazine,
replace Buckley, Marshall, and
Mullowney: Crowley was chosen year with Steve Heinze, David felt that he was the most promising
69th overall (of 252) by Toronto in Emma, and Steve Scheifele are only American-born skater in the group.
Joining the freshman in the flight
1988; Pascucci was taken 246th by two forwards this time, in contrast to
Washington; and Schafhauser, one last year's six (if you count for a roster spot will be sophomore
of the top defensemen in the Land long-departed Jeremy Roenick of the forward Chris Marshall, younger
of Ten thousand Lakes, was believed Stanley Cup-contending Chicago brother of BC's Paul. Marshall, who
comes to the Heights from BC's
to be headed to his hometown Blackhawks).
until
The first is Marc Beran (5-8, 170; nemesis Michigan State, will be
University of Minnesota
by
persuaded otherwise BC assistant Lawrence Academy) of Acton, MA, eligible to play in December, per
a prep school teammate of NCAA-transfer regulations.
coach Joe Mallen.

blueline corps is Acton, MA native
Ted Crowley (6-2, 185) of Lawrence
Academy, as well as: North
Andover's Ron Pascucci (6-1, 195;
Belmont Hill); Pat Schafhauser (6-2,
190; Hill-Murray School) of St. Paul,
MN; and Scott Zygulski (6-3, 195;
Culver Military Institute) of South

-
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Derrick McKey has played well,
and if Alton Lister gets hot, Seattle
has a chance to advance at least a
couple of rounds.
Houston's story is basically as
goes Ake'em, so go the Rockets.
Olajuwon is near the top in the NBA
in points, percentage, and leads in
rebounds with 13.4.
Not bad, but not nearly enough
to take the Rockets anywhere.
It looks like the 1989
Championship will come down to
Utah or Detroit. Which ever team
combines the right amount of
scormg, defense, and desire will
claim the bragging rights of pro
hoop's best team.

A three-week summer program designed to expose
participants to what lawyers do, the American legal
system, and the process of legal education

Saturday Program: Classes meet in the evening, Monday
through Thursday, and on Saturday morning.

Evening

&

BC
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a game.

Golden Gate University
School of Law
San Francisco

July 10 through July 28,1989
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The fabled NBA second season
has begun. As the decade ends, the
dominance of the Bostons, Phillys
and L.A.s begin to give way to some
exciting new blood in Utah, Detroit,
Atlanta etc. At the start of the playoffs
sixteen teams stake their claim to the
elusive World Championship.
In the East, Detroit has emerged
as a safe-bet World Champ. They
have depth, defense, and
determination not to lose another
seventh game, as they did in 1988
to the Lakers, and in 1987 to Boston.
Third team all-star Joe Dumars,
Vinnie Johnson and Isaiah Thomas
are a potent three-guard rotation,
and the Pistons are tough
underneath with Dennis Rodman,
Ricky Mahorn, and Bill Laimbeer,
who is averaging 9.6 rebounds a
game.
Throw in Mark Aguirre and John
Sal ley and there's a team that's solid
eight-deep.
After a train-wreck season, in
which they qualified for the playoffs
in the last regular-season game, the
Boston Celtics have the dubious
honor of facing Detroit in the first
round.
Larry Bird is back, but he won't log
much time in thefirst round. Dennis
Johnson tore ankle ligaments, and
all-star Robert Parish is ailing with
chronic tendonitis in the elbow and
knee. Boston is hurting.
Atlanta has been a contender for
the last few years, and once again
brings a solid lineup to the playoffs.
Moses Malone is healthy, rested, and
averaging twelve rebounds.
Dominique Wilkins is strong as
ever, a second team all-star and
averaging 26.5 ppg, among the
league leaders.
Just when things looked good for
Milwaukee, they have to face Atlanta
in the first round, who they were
winless against during the season.
Like Detroit they have good depth
with the likes of Jack Sikma, Terry
Cummings, Ricky Pierce, and Paul
Pressy. Solid, but not spectacular.
The Bucks need spectacular to get
by Atlanta.
Cleveland was legitimate early on,
but has been hardly a .500 team
since February. Mark Price is a
second team all-star, averaging 8.4
assists and shooting three's at
forty-five percent, but hasn't played
that well of late.
Larry Nance and Tree Rollins
makeup a strong inside duo, and the

round matchup, buy probably not
much further.
The Jordan Bulls, that is Chicago
Bulls, are once again not deep
enough to go very far in the playoffs.
Michael Jordan is a first team
all-star and leading the league in
scoring, but Chicago is yet to have
lordan and everyone else play well
together. Horace Grant is capable,
but volatile, and the Bulls will bow
out after one round.
The NY Knicks playoff hopes boil
down to 'D', three and 'E' as in
Patrick Ewing. Ewing is NY's key
player, and has to be on for the
Knicks to be successful.
NY plays tough defense, and uses
the three-pointer well. Mark Jackson
is dishing nine assists a night, and
Johnny Newman and Gerard
Wilkins have been productuve.
The Philadelphia 76'ers are
confident heading into the playots
with some new blood in their lineup
and a 4-2 record versus their first
round opponent NY Knicks.
Charles Barkley continues to be a
force as he is among the league
leaders in scoring, shooting
percentage, and is third in
rebounding, as well as a first team
all-star.
Mo Cheeks is connecting for eight
assists a game, and Mike Giminski,
Hersey Hawkins, and Ron Anderson
help make up a team that will give
NY a tough series.
The Western Conference looks to
have an interesting playoff with the
emergence of Utah versus the
eternal dominance of L.A.
The Lakers have played well, but
not recently. Kareem is on his way
out on an inconsistent note, and
Michael Cooper left his shot
somewhere in the first half of the
season.
Byron Scott can hit the three's
when he's on. and Magic is solid as
always, first team all-star and second
only to Utah's John Stockton in
assists, with a 12.6 average.
James Worthy, Earvin Johnson,
and AC. Green fill out what can be
a powerful lineup and will have to
be to beat Utah in a few weeks.
The Portland Trailblazers haven't
blazed too much this season, and
have to be at their best to be
competitive. A coaching change
hasn't helped the teamgel much this
season, but they managed to qualify
for the post-season.
Clyde Drexler is scoring almost
twenty-seven ppg and Terry Porter

and Jerome Kersey add some
denfensive punch, but come June,
Portland will be another also-ran.
Utah is the team to beat in the
west. The leagues best defensive
team is led by Karl Malone, who is
near tops in rebounds, shooting
percentage, and is second in
scoring. Stockton leads the NBA in
assists with 13.6 a game and three
steals.
Mark Eaton, tenacious on defense,
and one of the league's best
rebounders, combines with Thurl
Bailey to round out a team sure to
head to the Finals.
The Golden State Warriors have
shown the league what Don Nelson
can do with any cast of characters
and have played decently.
Manute 80l has looked good, and
Terry Teagle is playing like never
before. Chris Mullin is a third team
all-star, and hitting for nearly
twenty-seven a game. Too bad the
Warriors face Utah so early.
The Phoenix Suns are a powerful
team that is averaging 119 points a
game since the All-Star break.
Tom Chambers, a second team
all-star is averaging 26 ppg and Eddie
Johnson, another scoring force is
averaging twenty-one. Kevin Johnson
can do justabout anything. The Suns
have come a long way and should
slide by Denver easily in the first
round.
Denver is an injury plagued team,
but Doug Moe has done a lot with
what he's had to work with.
Alex English is among the scoring
leaders, as always, but the Nuggets
are hopeless on the road, and more
than likely won't get by the Suns.
Seattle is a team that has come on
strong recently, most notably since
Xavier McDaniel was inserted as a
starter over Michael Cage, and Cage
is still grabbing almost ten rebounds

hasbenaw heTitw unsterhaM

Cavs are by far playing well enough
to get past Chicago in their first

By KERRY HUGHES
Heights Staff Writer

finala

NBA crown will land in Motown Munstertakes

For: Anyone considering applying to or about to enter law school,
and anyone who wants to learn more about what lawyers do.

Topics: Overview of the American Legal System D The Practice of
Law \u25a1 Developing Lawyering Skills D Litigation Techniques
Cost: $400
For Information: Introduction to Law School Program,
School of Law, Golden Gate University, 536 Mission St.,
San Francisco. CA 94105, telephone (415) 442-7250.

Heights Sports Writers

Thanks for all the hard work.
Practice your writing over the summer and
well see you in September

Cheers,
Geoff and D. G.

Heights
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Stars who will be missed after careers at BC
Joe Wolf
Joe Wolf,

David Littman

a co-captain on the
1988 Boston College football team,

Littman, a native of Cranston,
R.1., was a standout goaltender for
the Eagles for the past two seasons
after sharing duties with Shaun Real
as a sophomores. As a tri-captain on
this year's squad, Littman led the
HOCKEY EAST in goaltending and
played a significant role in BC's run
to the NCAA final eight in hockey.

Tim Sweeney
Tim Sweeney, a native of No.

Weymouth, MA, was a tri-captain
on this year's BC hockey team.
He finished the 1988-'B9 season
with 29 goals and 44 assists for 73
poinyd overall. In HOCKEY EAST
play, he tallied 16 goals and 32
assists for 48 points and finished the
season as the league's leading

Liftman's season was highlighted
by a remarkable 912 saves on the
season, good for a .895 percentage.
His season included a remarkable
46 save performance in BC's tie
against Minnesota, and also his 45
save performance versus Bowling
Green in the NCAA's.
Next season Littman will also
head to the NHL as a member of
the Buffalo Sabres.

scorer.

On the season, Sweeney led BC
with seven game winning goals and
12 power play goals. In post-season
play, he tallied 6 goals, yet saw
limited action against Michigan St.
after an injury in Game I of the

Basketball co-captain Steve
Benton, a forward out of
Philadelphia, PA, completed his
career at the Heights this past
winter.
As a two year starter for the
Eagles, Benton was often the
spiritual and emotional leader out
on the floor. Benton finished his
career averaging 10 points per
game and scored his 1000th career
point in the final minutes of BC last
season game against Georgetown in
the Big East Tournament.

His career highlights include a 28
point performance this season in an
upset win over Notre Dame at
South Bend.
Over the summer, Benton looks
to take his game to the USBL.

series.

After graduation, Sweeney will
take his act to the NHL as a member
of the Calgary Flames who drafted
him in the 6th round of the 1985
draft.

Steve Benton

David Liftman

ended his career at BC by being
drafted 17th overall by the Phoenix
Cardinals in last week's NFL draft.
By being picked 17th, Wolf ranks
as one of the highest draft choices
ever by a BC player.
Over his career, the 6-6 Wolf,
remained a force on the BC
offensive front. From his freshman
red shirt season to his final season,
Wolf blocked for six different
quarterbacks including Doug Flutie
and Shawn Halloran.
For the past two seasons, the
Allentown, PA native received
All-East Accolades, was an Outland
Trophy Candidate, and received
honorable mention on the AP
All-American team.

Joe Wolf

Doug Widell
Doug Widell, a native of
Wethersfield, CT completed his BC
career this season as one of the
finest offensive lineman in BC
history. This season he teamed up
alongside Joe Wolf to form one of
the finest blocking tandems in the
nation.
After his fine season, Widell was
drafted as the 14th pick in the
second round by the Denver
Broncos in the 1989 NFL Draft.
At Denver, Widell will play with
former BC fullback Ken Bell.
Of greater significance, Doug
Widell will now be battling against
his brother Dave Widell, who was
drafted in 1988 by the Dallas
Cowboys. The Widell brothers
played together on the same line for
the 1988 BC Eagles.

Seniors: Thanks for 4 great years!
Tom
Kevin
Carmen
Patrick
Shawn
Michael

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Wallin
Lance
Baseball
Miller
Baseball
Gregory
Marly
Naughton
Baseball
Chris
Piela
Baseball
Barros
Basketball
Dana
Steve
Benton
Basketball
Corcoran
Michael
Basketball
Hjerpc
Thomas
Basketball
Jennifer
Beck
Cross-Country
Anthony Braccio
Cross-Country
Gina
Braz
Cross-Country
Frank
Corrigan
Cross-Country
Chris
D'Alessandro Cross-Country
Grant Jr.
George
Cross-Country
Michael
Hcrsom
Cross-Country
Koughan
Frank
Cross-Country
Laurie
Leonard
Cross-Country
Michael
Picroni
Cross-Country
Wendy
Carter
Field Hockey
Kathy
Gworek
Field Hockey
Hollingworth Field Hockey
Kim
Maura
Sullivan
Field Hockey
Gene
Alston
Football
Jeff
Baker
Football
Jim
Bell
Football
James
Bicstck
Football
Larry
Castillo
Football
M:ircus
Football
Cherry
Brett
Chicko
Football
James
Dcincs
Football
Edward
Duran
Football
ChristophcrGildea
Football
Tracy
Giles
Football
Kevin
Football
Ginley
Peter
Football
Gray
Kamphaus
Mark
Football
Rico
Labbe
Football
Keith
Love
Football
Brian
Lowe
Football
Murphy
Mark
Football
Murphy
Patrick
Football
Nardolillo
Football
Greg
Ronald
Ferryman
Football
Michael
Power
Football
Rooncy
David
Football
Michael
Football
Saylor
Bill
Scavone
Football
Brian
Schoenle
Football
Thompson
David
Football
Thomas
Waddle
Football
Doug
Widcll
Football
Steven
Williams
Football
Joe
Wolf
Football
Chris
Cusack
Golf
Bill
Hamilton
Golf
Casey
Connelly
Elio
Fitzgerald
Kennedy
Kopflcr

Anders
Tom
Richard
David
Scott
Russ
Shawn
David
Paul
Michael
Timothy
Jeffery
Brian
Chris
Michael
Harry

_

Cross-Country Baseball Basketball Fencing
Field Hockey
Football Golf
Hockey
Lacrosse

lylj

Soccer

Softba "

Swimmings Diving
Track&Field
Water Polo

Tennis
Volleyball
Wrestling

\l

W\

Boston College Athletic Association
James
John
Chris
Bryan
Brian
Anne
Kerri
Peter
Paula
Suzanne
J. P.
Karen
Bob J.
Pat
Paul

Mannix
O'Nicl
Pascale
Stenberg
Harrington
Haviland
Hutt
Klanian
O'Brien
Smith
St. Germain
Sullivan
Swidey
Tarmey
Vasington
Ann
Wade
Edward
Acosta
Rich
Craig
Brenda
Cunningham
John
Davidson
Erling
Mcngshoel
Dolores
Poodts
Kenneth Alleyne
Stephan
McNear
Victor
Mercurio
Jeff
Monnes
ChristopherPace
David
Sullivan
Chris
Comeau
Nancy
Fox

""?Blue

Lacrosse
Lacrosse
Lacrosse
Lacrosse
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Sailing
Skiing
Skiing
Skiing
Skiing
Skiing
Skiing
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer
Softball
Softball

Chips of Boston College*

Markey
Braid
Fucigna
Le Vie
Lebeau
Maloney
Murphy
Noone
Sharon
Phillips
James
Sieve
Thompson
Aaron
Eric
Welter
Michael
Franchi
Hughes
Michael
Steven
Sigalove
Jennifer
Beck
Anthony Braccio
Maria
Braz
Timothy Cibula
Frank
Corrigan
Chris
D'Alessandro
Grant
George
Mike
Hersom
Hog an
John
Karpinski
Lori
Michelle Kouremetis
Laurie
Leonard
Manley
Micaela
lan
McKinnon
Kenneth Moody
Paul
Mordarski
Michael
Pieroni
Schulte
Greg
David
Vento
Rita
Bettino
Eileen
Hoban
Ellen
McCarthy
Kelly
O'Neill
Irene
Pommer
John
Aarascada
Thompson
Aaron
Michael Thursby
Eric
Welter
Bjerstedt
Leslie
Cody
Bridget
Margaret Grierson
Suzanne Maher
Driscoll
Sally
Higgins
Sandra
Kimberly Kiesewetter
Christine Garibaldi
Kristin
Johanson
Nancy
Macrina
Kristin
VanCott
Sara
Donohue
Berit
Hanna
Christine Wood

Kim
Susan
Gillian
Paul
Mary
Francis
Phyllis
Kris ten

Iverson
Golf
McHugh
Golf
Hockey
Braccia
Buckley
Hockey
Hockey
Busconi
Hockey
Kenn
Kennedy
Hockey
Hockey
Littman
Hockey
Marshall
Mullowney Jr. Hockey
Hockey
Sweeney
Hockey
Walker
Barrett
Lacrosse
Connors
Lacrosse
Lacrosse
Hipp
Hirshom
Lacrosse

Softball
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming

Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Water Polo
Water Polo
Water Polo
Water Polo
Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Women's Golf
Women's Golf
Women's Lacrosse
Women's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Women's Tennis
Women's Tennis
Women's Tennis

Tom Waddle
Over his career at BC, Torr
Waddle, a nativr ot rjnrinnati
OH, became one of the most feared
and surehanded receiver* in the
East. He continued the streak oi
outstanding Boston College
receivers which includes the like of
Phelan, Brennan, Martin and Flutie.
In his final game for BC against
Temple, Waddle broke the BC
record for receptions previously
held by Darren Flutie. Ironically,
the record breaking catch came
from Waddle's high school
teammate and BC quarterback
Mark Kamphaus.
Waddle finished his career wih
139 receptions for 1,965 yards. Last
week, Waddle was signed by the
Chicago Bears as a free agent after
not being taken in the 1989 NFL
draft.

Leslie Bjerstedt
Leslie Bjerstedt, a native of
Mentor, OH will graduate from the
Heights this season after four
outstanding vears of play for Boston
College basketball.
This past season, she was name
to the third team All-Big East squad
as a forward. Bjerstedt stands
second on the all time Boston
College scoring list with 1,084 total
points.

On the season, she averaged 12.4
ppg, and 6.4 rpg during Big East
play while she tallied 13.4 ppg
overall and 6 rpg.
She was also honored this season
by the National Strength and
Conditioning Association, who
selected Bjerstedt for their
All-American Athlete Award for
1989. She is the first female athlete
from BC to be nominated for this
award.
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Sailing team enjoys fine season
The team also has a new coach,
Norman Reid from Marblehead. He
is an experienced sailor and coach

By TRICIA LAWLOR

Jim Bell

was the fourth Boston College player drafted last week by the NFL

Wolf heads list of BC
players drafted by NFL
continued, from page 9.
playing for the Super Bowl champs.
"They have a new running backs
coach who is really enthusiastic
about me."
"I was the only tailback drafted
and feel good about my chances, I
know I'll get a fair shot."
After the draft ended, defenseman
Mark Murphy was invited to Detroit
for a shot with the Lions. Apparently
Detriot wants a long snapper and
wanted to take a look at Murphy.
On Wednesday Tom Waddle, BC's
all-time leading receiver signed as
a free agent with the Chicago Bears.

Waddle performed well in the
combines except that he

scouting

was the slowest receiver in the 40.
He thinks that it is because of his
lack of speed that he wasn't drafted.
"My game speed is faster than my

The Boston College Sailing team
will soon be wrapping up a very
successful season with the New
England Intercollegiate Sailing
Championships. It has been a long,
competitive year and BC can be
proud of the team's efforts.
Due to graduation, the team will
lose some strong seniors and with
very few juniors, it is a relatively
young team. However, there is a
great deal of depth in talent.
After recent elections, senior
captains Anne Haviland and Pat
Tarmey stepped dwon while Martha
Pfarr '90 and John Bohan '91 took
over.

who has great hopes for the

Rosow '92 were chosen to represent
the school.
St. Germaine, Flather, Bohan, and
Kerri Hurt '89 also sailed extremely
well to place third out of thirteen at
the Hatch Brown Trophy Regatta at
BU on April 16th.
In the New England Freshman
Championships at Coast Guard
Academy, Dave Rosow and John
Cressy made an impressive showing
as did Martha Pfarr and Kerri Tyson
'91 at the Women's New Englands

team.

Practicing at the MIT Pavilion, the
team has become a strong, winning
one in recent years.
The Women's Team was recently
ranked 15th in the United States by
Sailing World magazinebecause of
their great performances at several
college regattas this year. The Sailing
Team races against such schools as

Brown, Boston University, Yale,
Harvard, and Connecticut College.
The season opened with a regatta
that BC qualified for in Long Beach,
California during Spring Break. J.P.
St. Germaine '89, Charles Flather
'91, John Bohan '91, and Dave

at Brown.

Under new coaching and several
fast freshman recruits on their way,
combined with the already strong
base, the BC SailingTeam has some
great expectations of success for the
future.

I

STORAGE

40 speed. I know it is a long shot,
(making the roster) but I've seen

Specializing in college student spaces

longer shots make it," said Waddle.
The Bears were surprisingly the
only team intersted in Waddle but
Waddle remains optimistic.
"They're a great team with a strong
receiving corp."
"Maybe if there are injuries I can
sneak in the back door," said
Waddle. "If I'm the best rookie in
camp and have a good exhibition
season, I might make it or might get
picked up by another team."

DELIVER to storage yourself
or
We'll MOVE it for you!

100
\u25a0!
J

W

BROOKLINE STORAGE INC.
138 Harvard Ave.
Allston, MA 02134

Two weeks before the draft, Jeff

Oliver, a BC lineman who graduated
in 1987, signed with the New York

Jets.

Call now for special summer rates:

Because of the new rules to limit
rosters, the signing of free agents is
scarce. But there is a possibility that

566-6922

before the summer is over, Steve
Williams might also have a shot at
joining an NFL team.

CLIP THIS AD AND SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10%
\u25a0 \u25a0

WANTED
OLD ACCOUNTING
AND
BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS
Norman Beauchemin, a 1987
BC Marketing graduate is
working in Belize, Central
America with the BC International Volunteer program.
He needs books to teach
students fundamental accounting and business applications.
PLEASE DROP OFF BOOKS
IN THE
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
FULTON 400.

YOUR HELP IS
GREATLY APPRECIATED.

|j|
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STUDENTS

\u25a0
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RETURN YOUR CABLEVISION EQUIPMENT

VR

QUICKLY AND EASILY
RECEIVE A COUPON GOOD FOR A

181
JIB

FREE RECONNECTION

mm

A $15 CREDIT

\u25a0\u25a0I

FOR EACH CONVERTER RETURNED!
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Drop off your converter box and remote control
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IN THE FALL

at our table in the:

Mcelroy lobby

MAY 8, 9, & 10
Bam 4pm
-

/HCABLEMS/OX
If you can't come by, please call 787-6616.
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Students play vital role in Career Center staff
Assistant team, which was
established in 1976. Students on this
team run resume and interview
workshops, critique resumes
individually, and conduct practice
interviews on videotape, said

By TARA MCDONALD

Heights Associate Editor
As students scramble to obtain
summer internships, and seniors
enter the home stretch of their job
searches, many of them are being
helped by more than 30 student
paraprofessionals in the Boston
College Career Center.
The paraprofessionals volunteer
four or five hours of their time each
week; last year they assisted almost
1400 students, said Marilyn Morgan,
Director of the Career Center.
Because the search for a job can
"overwhelming," being
be
instructed by people their own age
can make students "a little bit less
nervous," said Morgan. "If you train
students well, they can do a very
good job" in this capacity, she said.
This year's paraprofessionals were
selected and trained by the six BC
undergraduates who serve as leaders
of the Career Center's three
paraprofessional teams, said
Morgan. These six students were
placed at the Career Center by the
Paraprofessional Leadership Group
(PLG), an on-campus leadership
training program, she said.
The team leaders received training
in the PLG for a year and then were
selected to head the programs at the
Career Center, said Patti Reynolds,
A&S '89, co-leader of the "Discover"
Assistant Program. Working with
supervisors in contact with the
Assistant Directors of the Career
Center, the leaders selected 10 to 12
of the students who applied this
on
their
spring to work
paraprofessional teams next year,
said Reynolds.
The oldest of the three
paraprofessional teams is the Career

If
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&
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Morgan.

Glenn Woodard, A&S '89, one of
the co-leaders of the Career Assistant
Program, said his position involves
meeting with the advisors who
oversee the paraprofessional teams
and planning and running the
weekly team meetings. During the
training period at the beginning of
the year, the job requires about 10
hours a week, and then levels off at
about four to six hours per week,
said Woodard.
The Internship Assistant team
grew out of an internship office
started by UGBC in 1978. Internship
paraprofessionals conduct summer
job workshops, run the Career
Watch job shadowing program, and
process internships, said Morgan.
As a co-leader of the Internship
Assistant Program, Scott Ashline,
SOM '90, said he has received
"exposure to alumni, outside
corporations, and administrators of
the Career Center" that he would
never have experienced in other PLG
placements.
Ashline said he went into his
position not knowing exactly what
it involved. "It's a lot more and
different work than I expected," he
said. Much of his position is
administrative, such as doing
paperwork, advertising programs,
and contacting alumni, said Ashline.
Right now, the Internship Program
office is still receiving new listings
for summer internships; it is "not too
late at all" to apply for these
internships, said Morgan. The

J|fc
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program's Summer Job Workshops
were "very successful" this year, she

said.
The newest paraprofessional team
is the "Discover" Assistant Program,
whose members show students how
to use the "Discover" computer
system to determine which careers
would suit them, said Morgan. This
team was created three years ago
when the system was installed, she
said.
Being a co-leader of the
"Discover" team has been
"rewarding," especially as a senior,
because she learned all she needed
to know about the Career Center
and the job search, said Reynolds.
This year's seniors should not
panic if they do not have a job yet;
many of them have "unrealistic
expectations" about deciding on a
job before graduation, said Morgan.
Students' "goal should be to really
do some self-assessment and
explore career options" throughout
their four years at BC, Morgan said.
"The Career Center's purpose is
not just to work with seniors," but
to encourage students to start their
job search as early as freshman year,
because self-confidence and
necessary skills "can be learned"
with practice, said Morgan.
Overall, this year's job market is
"as healthy as it was last year," said
Morgan. The Career Center is
"operatingat full, top capacity," with
over 400 employers recruiting on
campus during the year.
This year, there is a trend towards

international careers and a growing
realization among students that
many careers are available outside
of the corporate world, said Morgan.
Evidence of this new exploration of
jobs involving "people helping
people" is the "very large turnout"
at this year's first "Valuable Work"
Career Fair, which showcased
careers in social service and social
change, she said.
Other highlights of the past year
included the second annual Science
Career Fair, and the various
"What can i do with a major in..."
programs for A&S students, said

Morgan.

Students interested in using the
Career Center to find a career should
follow three steps, said Morgan.
First, the student should use the
"Discover" computer system for

self-assessment and talk to members
of the Career Center's professional
staff if necessary, she said.
The second step is to research
different careers using the Career
Resource Library, the Alumni Career
Network, and internships, said

Morgan.

Finally, the student should begin
the actual job search, which is "the
easy part," she said. This step
consists of assembling a resume,
preparing for interviews, and
participating in the campus
recruiting program, said Morgan.
Next year's seniors should attend
the Career Center's Senior Meeting
during the second week of classes
in the fall. In addition, internships
and summer jobs in a chosen field
"really help" in the job search, said
Morgan.

Jackson challenges
students to 'dream on'
Continued from page 1
own University they are cooking and
cleaning but receive no respect, said
Jackson. There is no help for the
poor, though, when they are sick
and in need of care, he said.

Jackson challenged young
America to effect change. Don't stop
"dreaming, yearning, or trying," he
said. The country's present reality
can become a "new reality," said
Jackson, if we "give peace a
chance." Jackson finished the lecture

by encouraging the audience to
chant "Dream on."
Academic Vice President Rev.
William
Neenan, SJ, who
introduced Jackson, said that it was
"appropriate" that Jackson, who has
spoken "elegantly and prophetically
to the consciousness of America,"
should be thefirst to deliver a major
address in Conte Forum. Jackson,
said Neenan before the lecture,
"speaks not only to African
Americans but has a message and
appeal which is being received by
Americans across the country."
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Graduation Party?
ask about our Special Deli Platter.
(617) 492-2522

Your first 18 months at EDS
can make the past 4
pay off

They Are:
Between the ages of 5 and 13; emotionally disturbed; frequently the
victims of abuse and neglect.
They have serious behavior problems, and oftentimes have no
family, no one to turn to.
Consider giving the first and most energetic part of your career to
helping them as a child care worker providing milieu therapy. The
job is difficult and stressful, but the reward and satisfaction is
immeasurable. (Graduates from all degree programs welcome, we
provide training.)
Send resumes to:
The Italian Home for Children
Attn: Carole Center
1125 Centre Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
Or call (617)524-3116.
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The Faculty Fellow Program
is looking for a
Student Coordinator
This is a work-study or non-work study

position.
10-20 hours per week.
The purpose of the Faculty Fellow Program is to foster interaction between
students and faculty. Participating faculty and administrators work with
.e Resident Assistant Staff to program events for freshmen. The student
coordinator s the catalyst for these informal interactions by
recruiting new participants, coordinating and communicating various
events.

Responsibilities:

Coordinate the activities of the participants.
Work closely with the Resident Assistant Staff.
Recruit new participants.
Publish a biweekly newsletter.
Coordinate a two-day August orientation.
Publish a Faculty Fellow Yearbook.
Program four events per semester.

The position entails returning to campus 10 days to 2 weeks before the stall
of classes. Pick up an application and arrange an interview at the Office of
Student Affairs. Donaldson House on College Road. Application deadline
is May Ist.

If you've been looking for an opportunity that will open up a career possibility, consider the entry-level positions at EDS. We're
the world's leader in the computer and communications services industry, and we offer outstanding opportunitiesto begin a career in
one of the world's fastest growing industries.
EDS is looking for achievers people who make things happen. If you are interested in applying your talents in the information
processing services industry, you won'tfind a better place to grow than EDS.
Our highly-respected developmental programs are nationallyrecognized as modelsfor the industry. They provide technical
challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you'll need to become one of the industry's best-prepared professionals
Systems Engineering Development
:
\u25ba 4-year college degree (any major) with a 3.0/4.0 overallGPA preferred
Engineering Systems Development
\u25ba 4-year college degree in electrical, mechanical, manufacturing, industrial or chemical engineering with a 3.0/4.0 overall GPA
?

preferred

Accounting and Financial Development
\u25ba BS/BA in Accounting and/or Finance with a 3.5/4.0 overall GPA preferred
All positions also require: excellentcommunication
skills, a strong record of achievement and flexibility
r^? yon^
relocate
nationwide.
to
13600 EDS Drive
Send your resume to:
Dept. 2CTG1219
Herndon.VA 22071
1-800-233-0029

?iSS

""""^"""^"^"?"
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EDS also has outstanding opportunities for experienced Information Processing professionals.
Principals Only. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
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Classies... .Classies... .Classies... .Classies....
HELP WANTED
Female student needed for Sept.
Room, bath and breakfast in
exchange for 15 hrs. child care and
laundry. Plus $35 a week for light
household chores. 2 girls ages 5 &
9. 3 min. walk to Newton campus.
Call 965-7926.
LIKE SWIMMING? WORKING
WITH CHILDREN? Let's pool our
resources. We'll help you get a
certification (WSI), then provide
ideal teaching experience working
for us. Andy, 642-8666.
Babysitter needed May & June: Mon
3-5, Thurs 1:30-5:30. 2 girls ages 5
& 9. Location near Newton campus.
Call 965-7926.
Reliable babysitter needed for 1 or
2 weekend evenings. Across from
D-line. Call Jayne 232-7064.
SUMMER CHILD CARE NEEDED.
Tuesday & Thursday, full days, for 2

children, in Newton. Non-smoker,
references and car required. Please
call 969-2418.

Summer opening: Registration desk
position at the West End House Boys
& Girls Club,
105 Allston St.,
Allston, Ma. 30 hours per week,
12:00noon to 6:oopm Monday
through Friday. Please call Janey at
787-4044. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

Babysitter Needed Spring

&

Summer: Sat. evenings & one
evening during the week. Located
near Newton campus. Call
965-7926.

Babysitter WANTED for 2 kids, for
summer, walking distance to BC.
Laundry facilities available. Call Gail
527-3617.

Federal Jobs
Get Federal Career Opportunities,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 current

and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call 1-800-822-JOBS ext.
210.

HAVE FUN WITH KIDS THIS
SUMMER!! If you love kids and have
childcare experience, we have great
jobs taking care of kids part time or
full time in their homes this summer.
$6.00-$B.OO per hour. Call Parents in
a Pinch, 739-KIDS.
Lifeguards needed for the summer
at the West End House, Allston. All
shifts. ALS & CPR required. Call
Janet at 787-4044.
FEMALE STUDENT to live with
warm, flexible Newton family. Start
Aug. or Sept. 1989. Room & Board
& small salary in exchange
for 15-20
hrs of childcare. Flexible hrs. Two
children 3 & 6. Two min. walk to
"T" call Joan 244-3087.
-

-

Wonderful Brookline family near
Cleveland Circle needs nonsmoker
sitter, preferably with driver's
license. Afternoon and/or evenings
for now or summer or future. We'd
love to have you be part of our
family. Live in or out. Call 731-9245.
FOREIGN AREA SPECIALISTS!!
Several multi-national corporations
currently seeking mid-career foreign
graduate students/researchers as
associate advisors on scientific,
economic, and political developments in their home countries. For
info call: 1-800-628-2828 EXT 516 or
send cover letter/resume to:
International Investment Analysis
Group, 40 Wall Street, Suite 2124,
New York, NY 10005.

232-7064.

option. 499-7756.

Summer Babysitter needed: two
days / weekfor professor's children
in Newton Center home (next to law
school campus). If you plan to stay
in the area for the summer, like
children, and need part-time work
and / or housing, please call Liz at

Just a small reminder
to catch be bOpFs
Spring Concert
Tuesday May 2

244-3177.

;

Robsham Theater

I

can count on.s}

Jayne:

244-6648.

President: Debra Page '91
Vice President: Dean Kueter '92
Treasurer: Christian Eidt '92
Secretary: Dana Herrmann '92
Publicity Coordinator: Lynn Page '91

don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I

Summer Jobs house painting with
the Boston Realty Co. $7 per hr. Terrific opportunities and year round

Marketing Assistant learn the Life
Insurance Business. This is an
administrative position. Growth
Opportunity. The Winnick
Insurance Agency, Chestnut Hill;
617-232-8282.
Attention Juniors! Interested in a
career in sales? Master the art of
selling and make over $10,000.
Fabulous experience for your
resume. Call Paul Carter at (617)
262-6498 for more details.
Babysitter Needed for 1989-90
school year to pick up two children
at school every Thursday at 1:00pm
and sit for them until 4:oopm. Both
school and house within walking
distance of BC. $6.00 per hour. Call

1989-90 Residence Hall Council Executive Board

<?<?!

LOVE! Adorable baby boy in need
of P/T sitter starting in May for all day
Wednesdays and other flexible hrs.
Across from D-line. Salary neg. Call

Bpm
r

I

CHILDCARE NEEDED Tuesday and
Thursday 5:15-6:15 from May 16 to
June 2 for 3-yr-old child. Watch at
BC while mom is at class. Call Dr.
Kenny, 552-4030, days.
Earn $6.00 $10.00
Now hiring painters and foremen for
summer house painting season.
Full-time work available in Greater
Boston Area. Call PRIME TOUCH at
964-7020 for more information.
-

Friendly Newton family wants to
exchange room and board for
babysitting. 5 year old twins and 7
year old. Private room and bath.
One mile from "J." Call Ellen Kass
527-8479.
SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Term Papers / Reports.
Rush & Weekend Jobs.
Reasonable Prices.
Located in Brighton.
Call Lisa at 789-4884 or
leave a
TYPEWRITER, COMPUTER,
AND VCR REPAIR.
FREE PICK-UP
361-6868

:;

:3
:;
::

;;
:::

CjjiMf' A lON VOL UN] EE.RS

L'.tudent'" are- needed to
volunteer for the
Belotti camp-sign eommittpp
Must be eoergetic , enthusiastic and
motivated
,

::
::

::

Interested

?
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Call Shelley 558-9135

London
Paris
Athens
Caracas
Tokyo
Cairo
Madrid

44

Boston

$259

269

355

185
370
385
285

Some restrictions apply Taxes not
included. Eurailpasses issued on the spot!
FREE Student Trawl Catalog

Coundfflravd
729 Boytston St. #201
1384 Mass. Ave #206
Boston, MA 02116
Cambridge, MA 02138
617266-1926
617-497-1497
MIT Student Ctr W20024 84 Mass. Ave
Cambridge. MA 02139 617-225-2555
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"There are these women's faces, various
as dewprints sequined across my life's web
every grain reflecting a different dawn.
The interlace of all my years shudders with such a
weight
until each pod of moisture bursts
flooding toward the centerthat hub of memory itself unspeakable
from which is spoken all that moves us."
Robin Morgan

Heights

;

Review

;

;

-

Johanna Susannah, Susan & Erik 7 favorite faces on
my web much love, peace, and happiness after BC.
to

;

;

An Amazing Acre
Toulouse left her

By KAREN A. BROPHY
Heights Editor-in-Chief

pursue a musical

career.

An Acre of Night, written and directed
by Stacia Pappas A&S 89, was hands
down the greatest theatrical event this
semester, if not this year at BC.
Pappas work, both as author and
director of this remarkable piece
revealed a wealth of talent that goes
beyond what most theatre at this
school has achieved.
The show opens with the powerful
voice of Toulouse Flotter (John Spencer)
singing as he enters the New Hope
Church in Adelphi, Texas. Zephaniah
Flotter (Lisanne Paulin) sits on the
piano, and listens to Toulouse and
finally joins in his song. He speaks, as
though praying to his god, as he lights
candles placed in mason jars around
the church. As he exits, the spiritual
Zephaniah blows his candles out as
would a gust of wind.
Peter Blessing (Graham Clarke), a
runaway 12 year old who enjoys
Shakespeare, Mozart, Beethovan,
Emerson and Batman hides in the
Church before he embarks on his solo
journey to Colombia. Peter is a child
protegy, a genius who runs away
because he feels unwanted by his father
and alone because of his gift. He is
afraid of a relationship he envisions
developing between his father and his
tutor from England, Elias Hanlon
;

;

;

;

;

;

(Renee Martin).
Zephaniah haunts her previous home,
and it is through her that Peter and
Toulouse find the strength to stand up
to their oppressors. For Peter, the
oppressor is his father, a man Peter
believes hates him for causing the
death of his mother during child birth.
For Toulouse, the oppressor is Frederick
Churchill (Martin Cafasso), a brilliant,
but elitist British professor, who has
bought the land on which the New
Hope Church and Zephaniah s old
house stands.
Zephaniah, who possessed
miracle-maker qualities while she lived,
was killed by the Ku Klux Kian after
;

The Bostonians
Etonians performed
pe

to

Night
of

in

Paulin did a marvelous job combining
her amazing singing ability with an
outstanding acting performance. Her
voice, strong and beautiful, captivated
the audience from her first note. Her
soft speech and kindness warmed those
around her and displayed her mystical
healing abilities.
Spencer portrayed a strong Toulouse
with a vibrant voice and a firm grasp
on the anguish of a man who lost his
wife and his land to the white man
and who had little hope of regaining
his former life. He remained strong in
his conviction and, although he was
not an intellectual character, his depth
of emotion glimmered throughout his
performance.
Clarke excelled as a 12 year old who
had been thrust into a world of adults
because of his gift and who had never
spent time with children his own age.
His perfomance was energized and
entirely focused throughout the show.
Cafasso and Martin were both good,
however their performances were not
quite at the level of the other players.
Cafasso's performance was not as deep
as the others, although his character
had the potential to be so. He tended
to slip into charicature rather than
character in the first act of the show
when he was playing a mean and
self-centered land owner. His
performance in the second act,
however, was much more on key as he
became a bit more senitive and relaxed.
Martin was consistent throughout the
show as Peter's wistful tutor. She
warmed up in the second act showing
more depth and strength of character.
Philip A. Clark, as Peter's dad, Calvin
Blessing, fit the part well. He was a
strong man who did not wish his son
to grow up a "sissy" Clark's
performance was believable, but lacked
the depth that the other players either
had immediately or worked into as the
show progressed. His gestures fitted his
character, but his interactions with
others did not reveal any hint of a

O'Connell House this weekend.

Stacia Pappas author and director of An Acre
;

Pappas direction was excellent The
ise of the aisle was good 7 except in
one instance where Toulouse and
Zephaniah stood in opposite aisles
during the scene. The blocking of this
was on the mark and would have
worked had the lights not been too
dark, hiding the expressions of the
actors during their intercourse. For the
most part, the blocking was natural
and choreographed beautifully. The
scene in which Elias and Frederick
renew their past adoration showed
beautifully the distance which had
been present in their relationship, yet
hinted at a deep longing for closeness.
Pappas' script was amazing. Each
character was written with great
insight, and the plot was ingenuitive. It
is rare to see such a professional
production at the college level
Pappas has given a beautiful gift to
BC which she should present
elsewhere as it merits not only further
productions but productions beyond the
college level. I take my hat off to
Pappas and her cast and their display
of talent and hard work.
;

deeply repressed sensitivity for which
the script seemed to call.
The lighting, designed by Maura
Joyce, Liza Williams, and Michael
Hanley worked well throughout the
play The transition between dark to
light illustrated the transition between
the ethereal world and the earthly
world that existed on stage.
Pappas must be commended for her
great use of space and set design. The
Fulton Debating Room never seemed to
be the ideal place for a show to be
performed, however Pappas made it
work beautifully. The semi-circular
stage, with woodchips dispersed along
the carpeted floor, gave the sense of the
desolation and emptiness of Adelphi.
The old piano enhanced the idea of
the importance of music in the show,
and the candles gave the sense that the
place, as empty as it appeared, did have
at least one frequent visitor. The
entrances from the back of the room
worked well. The audience was aware,
each time the door slammed behind
them that a new presence entered the

;

room.

The Boston College Chorale performed

of Night

in

the Newton Chapel this weekend.
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Touch ing on Life and Death

By PATRICK SANDOE

/guitar and piano. These instruments,

Many older people often ask "Why
would the younger generation even
want to contemplate the meaning of
such depressing subjects as death
existance and the passage of time?"
They might argue that these are "the
best years7 of our lives; years that
should be enjoyed before we grow too
old. It's true that there are those young
adults who revel wholeheartedly in the
enjoyment of these "finer years." For
some, however, there is personal
satisfaction in self exploration.
Awareness resulting from exploration
can often lead to a higher form of
happiness.
Sarah McLachlan a 20 year old
Nova Scotian singer/songwriter, is
certainly involved in such a personal
search. Her debut album, Touch, seeks
to unlock the mysteries of existence,
both in life and in death. Not since
U2's debut album Boy, have I seen such
insight into the process of growing up.
Unlike Boy, however, Touch,
contemplates more than the troubles of
adolescence. The entire album serves
almost as a meditation on the
limitations of man and self. Yet as dark
as the themes often get, McLachlan
executes her art beautifully, finding
hope amidst a sea of confusion and
suffering.
Who is this Sarah McLachlan? Born
and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia, she
has grown up studying both classical

themselves, are prevalent throughout
the album, but her sound is far from
classical. McLachlan employs
synthesizers, drums, guitars and
particularly haunting vocals to add
texture to her already etherial sound.
McLachlan's vocal range is, to say the
least, remarkable (and quite reminiscent
of Kate Bush and Aimee Mann). Her
phrasing and lyrics work so well
together that it s hard to imagine either
one of them as separate. Harder to
imagine, however, is that this record
came from someone so young. This is,
by far, the deepest debut I've heard in
years.
In "Out of the Shadows," Sarah
probes the human condition and the
necessity of death. Amidst her classical
guitar and melodic keyboard washes,
she sings of her life which (even as she
speaks) slowly slips on toward
inevitable death. "A cold wind blows
right through me/ I'm made a hollow
shell/ there's nothing left/ just ash
remains enrich the soil/ no soul, no
soul." Yet, for Sarah, death is not bad,
and she seeks to make friends with it.
In death, "there is an end to the dark."
There is hope for escape.
"Escape from what?" you might ask.
What is "the dark?" The next three
songs, "Vox," "Strange World," and
"Trust" explore this very question.
"Vox" is a song of lost love and
deception. As Mclachlan sings of her
lover's betrayal, her chorus resounds
"Oh Why?" She asks the question

Chauvin

at

;

;

;

'

;

;

By ALIX VON AUENMUELLER
& CHRISTINE ALAIMO
CHAUVIN, BRONZE SCULPTURE 1913

1958- An exhibit of the works of Jean
Chauvin at the Pucker Safrai gallery, 171
175 Newbury Street, Boston. Z67-9473.

&

The Pucker Safrai gallery is currently
showing an exquisite exhibition of Jean
Chauvin s bronze sculptures from the
most artistically developed years of his
life, 1913 to 1958. Despite the
;
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the physical aspect of man. It is

obvious that the pieces share a uniform
sexual exaltation.
One work in particular, "Le Reve
Appelle et Passe" (The Dream Calls
and Passes) exemplifies Chauvin's
extraordinary sense of unity and
harmony of form. It shows a vision
which goes beyond passion, for the
artist never forgets the situational
balance of geometric figures.
Even though Chauvihs art appears
unadulterated, there exists a relentless
;

Jean Chauvin
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now a vague deception of a dying day."

Ironically the majority of the music for
"Vox/7 is upbeat; seemingly carefree.
Perhaps it s symbolic of her new-found
tendancy to alienate herself from the
;

pain.

"Strange World" continues
McLachWs attempted separation from
a world of no emotion. With dynamic
vocals ranging from a husky tenor to a
soaring soprano, she sings "You see
only what you want to see/ you only
In Her Mind p. 17
;

;

the Pucker Safrai

seemingly modest size of the
showroom, and the limited number of
pieces presented, the visitor gains
insight to the diversity and complexity
of Chauvin's works.
The immediately striking aspect of
the sculptures is the outward plastic
purity. The sleek surface is inviting to
touch. However, much more lies
beyond the exterior simplicity. The
artist creates a celebration of life
through the majestic forms that draw
energy more from the emotional than

-

Sarah McLachlan
we've all asked ourselves at one time or
another, and she sings of a confusion
we've all felt. Yet, through it all, her
voice retains a naive sincerity which
transcends any trace of cliche. And
although her lover has broken her
heart, the final outrage of his betrayal
comes through a more intimate
violation. She cries out as a victim of
his lust. "You're up and down these
pristine velvet walls like focus never
formed/ my walls are getting wider and
my eyes are drawn astray/ I see you
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combatting of the personification of
human instincts. "La Guerre7 (The
War) embodies the beauty of conflict,
and somehow brings out the
absorption of the subliminal in the
tangible.
Another characteristic feature common
to all of the pieces shown is the sexual
symbolism drawn from the couple and
the figure 2, "a symbolism that is even
found in his titles, 'Lover's Sleep/
'Narcissus/ 'Chrysalide7 that seems to
have influenced the development of
these spatial compositions."
Chauvin 7 s pieces are not immediately
understandable. But, the inquisitive
viewer can begin to comprehend the
prevailing internal struggle the artist
wished to portray.
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In Her Mind She's Seen It All

continued from p. 16
feel what you want to/ and I am on
the outside of your strange world."
Though one might mistake these
words alone for self-righteous social
criticism, such is not the case. Sarah's
tone is one of sorrow; mourning the
state of a world where there is nothing
to cling to.
It is not hard to imagine, then that
trust is a big issue for the young artist.
Accordingly "Trust" explores
McLachlan's struggle to trust herself
("now with my mind, Fm struggling
holding onto what I believe?listen to
the fragments of my thoughts which
leave me broken and deceived.") as well
as others. We are not suprised to hear
her sing "where I lay my trust in
others, where it lies, the ground is
thin." In "Trust," it seems that she is
reaching out for some sort of spiritual
help. In fact, during a chorus where a
low etherial voice reveals a world very

much in need of redemption, a high
emotional vocal soars with
self-pronounced freedom. "In my mind
I ve seen it all," she cries, speaking of a
spiritual place free of pain and

the notion of growing old.
Once again she reflects on the
inevitability of loneliness as our "cries
of glory" are lost along the river of
life.
"Ben's song" returns us to the subject
of death and frames the direction of
the album perfectly. The song is,
obviously about a friend that Sarah has
lost. Her question is once again,
"why?" "Who will bring you back
from where there's no return?"
Revealingly Touch is dedicated to this
friend; her "brightest light that burned
too soon in vain." Lest we'd forgotten
this truly serves as a reminder of her
returns to

;

suffering.
"Trust," and the rythmic "Steaming"

are arguably the best two songs on the
record. Yet these are the hardest to
fathom. It seems that both songs make
great strides away from accepted
suffering. Here they make an appeal to
spiritual help, but while "Trust"
emphasizes the healing glory of
spirituality, "Steaming" reveals a lack
of trust in the very same spiritual
mode. Though McLachlan shows every
sign of desiring "higher love," we can
tell that she sees God as confusing and
contradictory at times. In short, she is
caught between faith and doubt.
"Sad Clown," is not as musically
exciting as its predecessors, but it

;

;

;

personal exploration.
Musically this album is magnificent.
Call it a mood album. Every song fits
beautifully including the two
instrumental tracks "Touch" and
"Uphill Battle." Using her classical
influence in combination with
;

percussion and electronics, she has

produced an album in the vein of Peter
Gabriel and Roxy Music. And although
similarities can be drawn, Mclachlan's
sound is at once definitive and pliable.
While some might argue that this
record fails to blatantly pioneer a new
style of music, Touch is unique. The
young artist's personal search abounds
with universal wisdom. So, do more
than listen to this one; let it touch you

No More
Review Meetings
but many thanks to all
the regulars...

Aimee, Brian, Jay, Rob, Pat,
TS, Alix, Michelle & David.

extra-special thanks

t0...

Karen Brophy, my hero
and no thanks t0...
Aileen and Frank for sticking
me with this job.

Heights Horoscopes by Zelga Haransky
the

special spells for seniors if
you turn the page upside down and
read from right to left.]
to April
Spend time with relatives in Missouri
over the summer. While vacationing
avoid three things: 1) menthol shaving
cream 2) calling phone numbers with
the area code 203 3) sheep of all sizes.

16]

?

?

consistently tacky this year, but there's
always hope. Don't take yourself so
seriously.
Taurus [April 20 to May 20]
The stars in your astrological sector
indicate that you should participate
actively in a club sport next semester.
The summer offers hope for
heightened romance and long-distance
visitors. Your tendency to burn on the
beach will be more severe this year,
due to the greenhouse effect. But don t
let that stop you slap on some SPF
25. Living in Boston over the summer
will be beneficial to long-range career
plans.

;

;

;

?

-

Leo [July 23 to August 22]
Do not hang out at Burger King this
summer. Graduation plans will be
supplemented by a surprise party
thrown by your roommate's parents.
After spending four years at BC you
will look around and decide you like it.
Unfortunately the only contact you
will have with the school from now
on is people asking for money for the
alumni fund.
-

;

-

?

;

;

?

-

Virgo [August 23 to Sept. 22]
Don't let roommate difficulties in an
eight-man get you down the end is
near. A reccurring nightmare about
tacos will continue as you end up in
the El Phoenix Room. If you're from
Columbus Ohio, a socially
unacclimated person will visit you over
?

Genimi [May 21 to June 21]
A desire to start a plastic explosive
collection is overwhelming at this time.
Exams will be tough but don't wimp
out. Don t be afraid to deposit money
in your savings account on the sth and
?

;

;

;
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Redmond promises to
prioritize keg policy
continued from p. 1
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even though you may think the
decision has been made. Do not walk
barefoot over hot coals between the
sth and 7th of May. A library job
proves unfulfilling.

-

Cancer [June 22 to July 22]
On Wednesday you will eat spaghetti
and meat sauce a soft roll and
chocolate chip cookies. The decision of
a lifetime which you had to make
about post graduation life will be
questioned by peers. Do not be
concerned by nuclear war. Your use of
illegal substances will be discovered by
an authority figure.

Your choice of clothing has been

next

Libra [Sept. 23 to Oct. 22]
Capricorn [Dec. 22 to Jan. 19]
Recovery from recent minor surgery
will be swift. Small animals will have
Your computer will be returned after
an impact on your life. Poetry reading
a devastating separation. A decision to
becomes important as you find yourself cancel a magazine subscription is a
wise one. Addiction to horoscopes is
falling into a deep depression after
no longer a danger. Fatigue and illness
graduation. You finally read the books
may be wearing you down but don't
you used in your thesis bibliography.
Don't worry about money this
give up. Make a vow to be more
summer, you ll end up losing it all next socially acceptable next year.
fall in a real estate venture. A beautiful
woman will teach you the meaning of
Aquarius [Jan. 20 to Feb. 18]
A problem with one of your parents
life, but you will forget it when you
lose your memory in a mild car crash.
will cause you to lose your fortune and
your hair. Recurring nightmares about
Keep your chin up the 19907s look
dentures will end. Do not pull the fire
promising.
alarm in Walsh at any time or you
will suffer severe physical damage. You
Scorpio [Oct. 23 to Nov.2l]
will receive a chain letter in the
The relationship youVe been
mail trash it. Don't even think about
involved in during the past two weeks
will be discovered by the wrong people trying to wear a bikini this summer.
and they will use the information
Pisces [Feb. 19 to March 20]
against you. A long trip you've been
to
Too many drunken binges will result
hoping make will not materialize,
in a strained friendship. Decide
but you will have a good time with a
friend who is graduating. You should
whether or not to vacation in
Afghanistan before May 25th. A full
keep in touch with friends, lest their
for
You
moon
later in the month coincided
distance be mistaken
anger.
with a Senior Week activity which
will have an out of body experience
next week.
results in havoc. A neighbor will ask
you to move furniture on the 11th.
21]
[Nov.
22
to Dec.
Sagittarius
Uncertainty about matters concerning Zelga wishes the luck of the solar system to
your future lifestyle is still unresolved.
all graduating seniors!

?

;

summer.

move in

;

[Includes

Aries [March 21

Donny Osmond will
door. The end of the
year resolves many conflict-of-interest
problems.

6th of this month. While driving
home after you last final your mother
will be extremely critical of your
driving but do not succumb to the
desire to crash just to shut her up. An
opportunity to go on a two week
sailing trip will present itself.

By ZELGA HARANSKY
Heights Resident Astronomer

He said that fighting for kegs could

the Board of Trustees, the deans, and
the student government to work out
a solution.

have made the license application
more difficult, and that "since last
fall, we haven't been turned down
Redmond said he plans to point
for a single license."
out the problems off-campus and the
Sherwood said that he has "no increase of grain alcohol drinking,
strong feeling" on whether the ban and that the ban is a violation of
is lifted or not. He believes that the students' rights. He said the rule "is
rule against kegs "has not had an not safe, and it's not fair," and that
impact on the realities of college "there is a way to work it out
drinking" based on number of rationally and fairly."
confiscated kegs and alcohol-abuse
cases.
Sherwood said he wiii be meeting
The keg issue is certainly not dead with a group of deans from the area's
for the UGBC. Greg Redmond, universities, where Gargiulo will be
recently appointed UGBC Vice present, and that the issue of Kegs
President of University Affairs, said will probably come up. Sherwood
last week that the keg ban will be said the prevailing attitude is that the
prohibition should be lifted, and that
"one of my highest priorities."
Redmond said he plans to talk to "the (keg) ruling has backfired."
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WORD PROCESSING SERVICE:
Reports, Theses, Resumes, Graphics.
Multimate software, IBM computer.

Very close to campus, reasonable
rates.

Donna Leigh's Typing Service,
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You've come to a turning point
and it's time to make some
pretty heavy decisions. We're
not saying you have to decide
how to spend the rest of your life.
but these next few years will be
crucial to your professional development. You need to find an opportumty that will give you
a competitive edge in the
market. Certainly, gradualmg from college is an excellent
first step, but your education should
be an ongoing process, throughout
your career
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TMI Student Travel offers discount
international airfares
major
airlines, not charters personalized trip planning
group

The Alternative Beat, DJ's available
for upbeat college dances and
parties with modern attitude.
Progressive, New Wave, Industrial,
Acid House, and more 80's dance
music. Call 629-9491 or 262-6377.

reports,

?

?

?

discounts ?617/367-3311.
SHARON WOLPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE: Letters,
manuscripts,

available. Call Sharon Wolpert at
(617) 738-6442.

Graduate in the
best of taste.
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After the ceremonies are over, graduate to the best
dinner in town. Choose from over 75 delicious entrees
on our award winning menu of Italian specialties.
And you don't need a Master's in Economics to
realize our prices are surprisingly modest
for a 3 Star restaurant.

$£\u25a0
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IZZZ

a good way
to start making an educated
decision-and we're ready to
answer any that you may have
about your future and First
Phone Please give us
a call at (617) 286-6000
or send your resume to:
First Phone of New
England. Inc.. 300 Ocean
Avenue, Revere, MA 02151.
questions is

mmm

*

Only our prices are modest.
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capucino's
Your

I

Brookline 1370 Beacon St. 731-4848 Newton 1114 Beacon St. 527-2440

_

win

a ten

speed

bike and other gifts,

Compliments of
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10:30pm-2:30am (approximately)

4:ooam-8:00am (approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no
experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 'A to 5 hour shifts to fit
vour school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to a part-time supervisory position before graduation
and the opportunity to
paid to
Start harvesting the UPS fruits
today with our $2,000 (after taxes)
per semester tuition reimbursement, including summer sessions.
But act fast. You must be employed
two weeks after your semester
begins to be 100% eligible for
this program.
For more information about other
shifts call (617) 762-9911. United
Parcel Service has facilities in
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown,
Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore
and Warwick. RI.
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Tuesday, May 2

Lobster Dinner
at McElroy, Walsh Hall and

Stuart Hall
Columbo Raffle Win Prizes!
(Winners to be announced on Friday, May 5)
-

! Wednesday, May 3

Walsh Hall 1100

-

1:30 PM
1:30 PM

BH Thursday, May 4

Stuart Hall 11.00

BJ Friday, May 5
Bf

Enjoy a complimentary cheese tasting

-
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Ki|iiiil Opportunity Kmployer
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BT
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United Parcel Service
fni

Complimentary coffee for all meal
plan participants and law students.

BJ
BJ
BJ
BJ !
B

WL

Yogurt

May 2 through May 11

H

aj

Colombo

|; The Dining Service invites you to take a study break with us in McElroy,
Stuart Hall, and Walsh Hall.

1

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you
can take a big chunk out of your
college costs with a part time
package handlers job.
Eligible shifts for our plan in our
Norwood facility are:

***

ristorante

Line.

l.

TAKE A
$6000 BITE
out or
YOUR
TUITION

theses,

resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my speciality. All work laserprinted. 24 hour rush service

'mm

riL

That's why you should consider a
career with First Phone, a leader in

I

The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly
Tuesday evening, 7:3opm McGuinn
340. Friends and supporters
welcome. Always confidential. For
more information write to LGCBC
Box Lll2 or call 552-2979.

vv;

tied prospects. Here,
you'll earn a generous

Asking
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I

the 9 rowin 9 tele
communications
industry. You'll start
as a Teleßep, learning
about our bus,ness

salary plus commissions as
you make your way up our corporate career path. Most of our
Teleßeps are promoted to outside
sales after six months.
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738-9607. Affordable prices,
prompt, geared to students' needs.
On T-line, Vi mile from BC

«B

McElroy 11:00- 1:30 PM

j

Stuart Hall 11:00- 1:30 PM

BJ 1
H;
H)

Walsh Hall 11:00- 1:30 PM
Sunday, May 7

Midnight Waffle Breakfast
complimentary at McElroy
10:00 PM to 12:00 AM

I
BJ,

I
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Classies... .Classies... .Classies... .Classies....
available, just ask). We have the
listings in demand. At Home Realty,
Inc., 12128 Commonwealth Avenue
Allston, MA (617) 738-1820.

APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
Going on Leave? Visiting couple
(nonsmoking, no pets, no kids) seeks
small, nicely furnished house or
apartment with easy commute to
Harvard by car or MTA. September
'89-Summer '90. Call (Conn)
203/486-2250.
Summer Sublet: female. Fully
tu .'shed, large bedroom in
three-story house. Two bathrooms.
Huge kitchen, living room, porch,
backyard. Two minute walk to B, C,
D trains, laundromat, BC bus. Five
minutes to two supermarkets. Rent
negotiable. Call Mimi at 730-9834.
Newport, Rl... looking for 3
roommates to share a house with a
group of fun girls for the summer.
Prime location, big house with back
deck. Contact Kate at 558-8746 or

Kimberly soon. 734-4076.
WANTED: 1 or 2 male or female

non-smoking roommates to sublet
a beautiful 3 bedroom Brookline
apt. from May or June through
August 2 min. walk from D-Line.
Parking available $320 per mo. Call
Christine (day) 954-1005 or Jane
(eve) 739-9240.
1 Female roommate needed to
share sunny & clean apartment w/ 3
others next year. Convenient
location on Euston Rd. (off 1700
block). 1 min. walk to T, bus, and
Chansky's. W/w carpeting, Eik, mod.
kitch & bath & balcony. Rent $250.
Please call ASAP Nancy 558-5829
-
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self employment is a plus) Full
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FREE ROOM AND BOARD
in exchange for 15-20 hours per
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exo w; their own
FOREIGN LANGUAGE A
Salary Call Sandra_&A^
only if younu-*
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ideal tor two friends. Next to
Chansky's, T, BC shuttle. Rent is
reasonable, heat is free, parking
available, friendly people to live
with, doesn't get any better than this.
Call Kimberly at 734-4076 or
Michelle at 387-1910.

week of babysitting, light household
chores, cleaning or cooking in
private homes, walking distance to
BC. Call now for FALL placement.
Summer placement also available.
Separate apartment situations
available for couples. The Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
Summer Sublet: Private bedroom
with own Vi bath in room, balcony

person

uneiu.rreier

WANTED: two fun loving people to
share beautiful, sunny, furnished apt.
for next year. Large double bedroom,

Good Luck!
-a Copy Goddess

INSURANCE

rwho
etai ehas

and full, modern kitchen. Close to
B-line, C-lineand BC bus. 734-0398.
Summer Sublet, 1999 Commonwealth Ave. One bedroom
apartment, living room, eat-inkitchen, bathroom, washer/dryer in
building, T & bus stop out front, 5
minute walk to campus. $700/
month. Call Rick 783-9688.
Subletters needed for a spacious
Comm. Ave. Apt. Reasonable rent.
Call 254-1942.
Frantic Duke student needs a place
to stay this summer! Please call Rod
anytime, (919) 684-1567, collect.

*************

JMEDICAL

remote.

Contact: 738-9074.

Roommates needed (1 or 2) this
summer. Only $230/person!
Includes spacious carpeted rooms

(you never mastered the game,
but I'll miss you anyway)

Save it

FOR SALE
KTV TV color, control

out (508-853-8553).

Lode Runner, Inc.

&

fully furnished and recently
renovated. Available now for 3-6
months. MIKE 738-7055.

LOOKING FOR 2-3 HOUSEMATES
FOR A HOUSE IN HYANNIS: mile
from beach -very inexpensive. Call
Amy or AJ 558-8937 (when school's

Best wishes to Ara from

C-hp

Roommate wanted to share luxury
condo in quiet neighborhood. Large

or Lori 558-9074.

Government Homes from $1.00.
"U Repair." Also Tax Delinquent
property. Call 805-644-9533
Apartments available for 6/1 and
9/1 near BC Two room studio, only
$525; Oversized studio, mod K and
B, $595; Another, two o.k. $675;
One beds starting $650; Updated
one bed, pool and laundry, $700;
Charming one bed, perfect for 2,
$725; Renovated one bed, mod K &
B, d/d, h/w floors, walk to campus,
$895; Best two bedroom selection
$850-$1450; Two bedroom near
Chansky's, $850; Others at
Chandler Pond starting at $900; Two
bed, on shuttle, mod k &b, a/c, $975;
Oversized two bed, 4 0.k., $1125;
Two beds at reservoir, select at $1100;
Beautiful two bedroom, 4 okay,
(reduced fee) $1250; Three bed with
pkg, Mod k& b, $1275; Three bed
near Chansky's, starting $1350;
Charming Three bed, 5 0.k., $1450;
Furnished four bed with pkg $1450;
Beautifully restored Victorian four
bedroom, 2 car pkg, $2100; Lux. four
bed duplex, 2 car pkg, $2200; Five
bedroom, two bath, pkg, $1675;
Many more available....Call now for
sublets (some no fee sublets

trtf

Summer in Cape Cod?
roommates needed for great
summer at the Cape. Call Amy for
more details! 558-8937.

-

Bridget at 558-9097.

'

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4's
PERSONALS
Seized in drug raids for under
$100.00? Call for facts today. Happy 20th Birthday Jessica Prata!!!
Love, K,J,A,T&T We love you!!!
602-837-3401.
"Mocking Marty"
Red Bridgestone Racing Bike (12
What am I thinking?
speed): GREAT BUY!!; 23 (lbs.); high
quality components. Must sell
Nothing...xcept extending graduation's date. Glad I asked...
before leaving BC!! Call Danny at
558-9356 or stop by Walsh 208.
not why I'm nice. Bear is not fat.
Thanx.
USED FURNITURE IN VERY
I
GOOD CONDITION: Futon,
tables,
chairs,
LOIS AND KRISTIN:
couches, desks,
carpets, lamps, patio furniture, etc. I'm going to miss you in the office!
Best Offer. Call Marco at 566-0770.
Thanks for a great year!
Patti
BLUE GOLF '87, 2 door, 5 speed,
sunroof, Blaunkt cassette-radio, only
TOPSY:
5970 miles. Info: Cristina 558-8456
YOU WERE WONDERFUL!
or 558-5887.
CAN WE HAVE THE HAT?

off room, parking available behind
bldg. 2 steps from T and BC shuttle.
Across from Chansky's. Great
location. Fantastic Price!! Must call

.
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Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

I
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i: 2001 Comm Ave
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2 Eiedroorn
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1 Bath

Eating Kitchen, with
Laundry + Elevator in
building.

4m Attention

3

:| Call

:

BUY OR LEASE
NOW!

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
I AIR. RAH. id STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
TOURS CRUISES HOTELS RESORTS
CHARTERS SPRING BREAK TRIPS
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356 Owlnut HM Ave.

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)

See John Santo, our manager in
charge of College Grad Financing

?

OOd KHVtCI DOtS MOT

associates JJlvl
ree P re B nancy Testing
M/V / i /Tuff(( r
V {)}' v^V/|/ Full Service Gynecology

Ist Time Buyer's Program

787-3780
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College Grads

On the 8 Line
'\u25a0'\u25a0 5 Minute Valfc to BC :
j; Available Mid-May to Aug \
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LOJACK
FREE
of any

Get Acquainted Special

with purchase

new or used vehicle
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STUDENT 10 REQUIRED
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Complete GYN Exam
'PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle of
Birth Control Pills

?
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May 1, 1989

.

552-2508

NOTICE:

MURRAY HOUSE EXAM
CRAM. From Tuesday, May 2
to Thursday, May 11, Murray
House will be open 24 hours
for studying in a quiet atfor
finals!
mosphere
Refreshments available. Study
lounges in which to take
with
breaks, complete
all
Open
day
T.V./cable.
all
night. (Contact person: Carol
Firicano x8460).
-

3pm Video Yearbook Open
Meeting, Hillsides 822. All interested in working on our staff

during senior week and next
year. This is your last chance to
stop by or contact Patrice Hayes
(558-9245).

5:30-6pm Irish Society Show.
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for
a half hour of traditional Irish
folk music brought to you by
WZBC and the Irish Society.
(Christine Tierney, 558-5800 or

Courtney x3511).

Womynfire Meeting,
McElroy 127. Feminist support/discussion group.
7pm

7-B:3opm Eastern Orthodox

Monday

Christian Fellowship, Carney
002. Join us for prayer and
fellowship in the faithful tradition of the early church. All are
welcome.
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay
Community at BC Meeting,
MrCuinn

782-6889).

3pm Coalition Against Nuclear
War Meeting, Cushing 210.

6pm BC Democrats Meeting,
Gasson 301. Regular Meeting,
open to the entire Boston College Community. (Thomas A.

Guida

Saturday Wednesday

558-8550).

13

Pro-Life Coalition Movie, Gasson 209
7:3opm Adult Children of
Alcoholics Meeting, Gasson
215. (ODSD, x3470).
7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St. 12am-12pm Clambake on the
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci, Cape/Pufferbellies, Cape Cod.
Mandatory buses leave from St.
S.J., 739-0224).
Ignatius at 11:00am.*
10pm Wed. Night Mass,
Manresa House. A community
Eucharist open to the university. (Jesuit Community, Stan Bpm Wallnut Hill Performing
Arts H.S., Robsham Theater.
Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).
6:3opm-1:00am Pufferbeliies,
Cape Cod. Mandatory buses
leave McElroy Commons at
7:30-9pm BC

Thursday

s:oopm.*

Sunday

SENIOR WEEK EVENTS

Reunion,

Friday

*

Bpm-lam Beach Party, Roberts

Center.

*

Monday
Thursday
15
10am-4pm.

Chess Club Meeting,
Gasson 209. Open meeting, all
welcome.
7pm

B:3opm Women's Network
Meeting, McGuinn 410. (Julie

Temple

782-6615).

Tuesday
STUDY DAY- NO CLASSES
2pm Todd Moran Tree Dedication, Dustbowl. The dedication
of a tree in remembrance of
Todd Moran will take place on
the dustbowl at 2:00. Bring a
ribbon to tie around the tree.
(Society for Young Victims,
Lynn Faber).

STUDY DAY- NO CLASSES
11-2:3opm European Adventure 1990 4pm Pre-Departure
Get Together, McElroy Lounge.
Chaplaincy Greg Zlevor x3479.
4pm
Pre-departure
get

together. A&S Gasson Library.
Only for JYA students in full
year or fall semester programs,
1989-90, who have completed
their exit forms. (Junior Year
Abroad Office, x 3880).
4pm Hillel Meeting, McElroy
111. All welcome! (Steffan,

?11

6pm-2am The Great Gatsby,
Castle Hill. Mandatory buses
leave from McElroy Commons
at 5:45pm.*

8-12pm Senior Night at the Rat,
Roberts Center.

4-s:3opm Music Ministry
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies.
Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Group. (Contact: Chris LaFond
and Laetitia Blain 552-4667).
spm Boston College Women's
Network Meeting, McGuinn
410. (Julie Temple 782-6615)
5-6pm The Holistic Community, on WZBC Radio. Join Victor
Venskis as he explores subjects
such as dreams, astral projection, and reincarnation.
.

Friday

12
Bpm Wallnut Hill Performing

Arts H.S., Robsham Theater.

Monday
22
9pm-lam Final Farewell, Plex.*

Reception
1-4pm
for
Graduating International
Students, Devlin 103. (RSVP

x8005).

tickets are pre-sold, available

Tuesday

558-8070).

Bpm-11pm Harbor Cruise,
Boston.*

?NOTE: All senior week event

*

only to BC Seniors through the

i

Amnesty InternaGroup
tional
Meeting, Campion 201.
7-9:3opm

Commencement

~

Upper Campus,

Newton Campus.

for those events with mandatory
bus service, Tickets will be
distributed only on the buses,
ticket pickup for all other events
will be on May 9, 10, & 11 in
Murray Conference room from

(Chaplaincy, x3475).

Thursday
18

12 noon-4pm Newton/Upper

Bring BC ID and Valid State
Picture ID for all events. Note:

Wednesday

at B:3opm.*

14 """19

(x3479)

adults.

B:3opm-2:ooam Mardi Gras
Madness. Mandatory buses
leave from McElroy Commons

Ball*

Final Exams May 4-11.
11am-2:3opm
European
Adventure 1990/High School
Retreat Team McElroy Lounge,
Greg Zlevor, Chaplaincy

7:30&10pm Movie: Working
Girl, McGuinn Aud. One night
only! Free with a BC ID.
Bpm Swing into Summer with
BC bOp!, Robsham Theater.
Spring concert. $4 students, $6

17

Bpm-2am

\A/PpUy.

Friends
and supporters
welcome. Always Confidential.
More info: x2979 or Box LI 12.
12-3pm Student Faculty
Cookout, Fulton Lawn. Free for
Marketing Academy members.
Last chance for members to join
the faculty for a cookout! Hamburgers, hotdogs, chips and
refreshments will be served.
(Contact: Mary Beth Sweeney

Heights

EAGLE'S EYE OF BOSTON COL EGE

ARTS HOTLINE- 552-4000
NFOLINE

the

\u25a0

lottery

16
10am-6pm 'On the Seventh
Day Ye Rest', Campus wide.*

system.

